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ANALYSIS
T IS CHARACTERISTIC of the child not to foresee the con
sequences of an a c t ; education and training are largely
Idevoted
to showing the connection between deed and result. The
emergence of the adult mind is the consummation of a long process
which begins with the simple lesson that fingers are burnt when
fire is touched. The animal world does not have to begin at a
level quite so elementary ; that is reserved for very young children
and elder statesmen. The latest example of this phenomenon in
politics is the almost universal astonishment and dismay when
the hydrogen bomb goes off. This new toy, this Christmas cracker,
is dangerous after all. So hysterical despair succeeds to the giggling
levity of earlier debate ; both are out of place. In reality, it has
long been clear that humanity was approaching the moment when
self-destruction for the first time becomes possible. This is the
supreme crisis of this great age ; decision must come one way
or the other, as in the crisis of a pneumonia case in individual life.
For world affairs a far finer life than ever before is possible if the
crisis can be overcome and recovery maintained, but a grave risk
obviously exists that the world will succumb. What measures
are available to the peoples to save themselves in this situation —
what action should they take?. .
The first necessity is to eliminate the causes of the present
danger ; the prime cause is that lightheaded silliness in statesman
ship which plunges into foolish action on impulse of vanity, or of
anger, without any serious consideration of the consequences.
In great affairs we suffer from the lack of adult minds.
We are ruled by the type of mind which launched the
war in 1939 without any thought that victory would place
Russia in supreme power ; which floated on the resulting wave
of pro-Soviet sentiment in 1945 until the vitals of Europe were
gripped by the eastern conquerors ; which scrapped the western
armies in face of this Soviet advance because democracy “ wanted
to go home,” while Communism stood fast and went on with its
task ; which accelerated by at least a generation the release of
science’s final horrors (long before the moral nature of mankind
was ready) in unnecessary and fraticidal war ; which then experi
mented with these horrors on a civilian population without excuse,
when the war was effectively over ; which finally woke up in an
3
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hysteria of alarm and despair when it discovered the explosion of
the world may shortly send some denizens of Downing Street
and Whitehall to the extra hot hell of those who have added
frivolity to crime. Dimly and grimly conscious at last of the
disastrous situation, the stricken Prime Minister faces a Socialist
party which alternately laughs and cries like an hysterical child
suffering from shock. Sir Winston Churchill has lived long enough
to see what he has done ; we may pity the personal tragedy, while
we recognise the historic justice. In the House of Commons these
childish charades of varying comedy and tragedy are already
plainly inadequate to the situation, and will soon disgust ; the best
of the new generation begins to search for a movement of reality,
and for its men. We need adults, even in politics. The idea is
as old as Plato, but for the first time becomes a necessity. We need
men who are fit for power ; we need in politics men of adult mind.
We must find them now.
The European Army and Disarmament
Dr. Johnson shrewdly observed that the approach of death can
concentrate the mind ; it might now be possible to obtain a more
serious consideration of the European army. Armies may well
become an irrelevance in the face of such air power as the hydrogen
bomb, unless the now widely accepted theme be true that neither
side will dare to use the weapon. In that event, however, the
European army will be the only impediment to a Russian march
on the Channel coast. If the air arm is paralysed by a mutual
fear of reprisal, the land arm will again be decisive. We shall be
back in the status quo ante the atom bomb and, on the present
disposal of forces, Europe will again be at the mercy of Russia.
It is curious that America should choose this moment to introduce
the “ new look ” strategy which apparently means the increase
of air power and reduction of land power ; this conclusion seems
precisely the opposite to the logic of the situation. When neither
side dares use the air weapon, what is the point of an inordinate
increase in the stock pile, for anyone who knows something better
to sit on than atom bombs? Surely we should use our remaining
resources to increase our power on land, where the danger now lies.
But first we should try for general disarmament.
The Russians have again repeated an offer of general disarmament
and it is clearly our duty to test it. In negotiation we have some
4
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strong cards to play : it is almost certain that the west is still
ahead in the development of the hydrogen bomb ; the west also
has air bases which virtually encircle Russia ; the possibility of
German rearmament creates a real fear in Russia of ultimate defeat,
even on land. The weight is not all on one side ; negotiations
could be well balanced. Disarmament, at any rate in conventional
weapons, has a real prospect of success. Control of the atomic
or hydrogen bomb may not be so practical at this stage ; the
opportunity was missed when the west had a monopoly. But this
does not matter so much if neither side dares to use them ; it is
possible that in coming years science will produce many horror
weapons that neither side will dare to use.
It is the presence of overwhelming force in a great land army
which has long haunted the mind of Europe; a fear which becomes
real again in the coming paralysis of air power. If disarmament
can remove this fear of invasion, we have laid the basis of peace ;
let us try. If that fails, however, there is nothing to be done except
to go ahead with the European Army. And if the morale of four
hundred million Americans and Western Europeans has been so
reduced that they cannot face one hundred and seventy million
Russians without the Germans in front of them, it is necessary to
accept German contingents in the European army.
How to Prevent the German Army Changing Sides
Every possible precaution should be taken to ensure that the
German Army will not change sides on the day of battle. No
physical means exist to prevent this ; certainly not if the present
proposal is accepted to constitute national units at the corps level,
which is possibly a practical necessity. The decisive factor will be
the character of the German army and the quality of its leadership.
Our chief assurance would be that the command of the German
army should consist of officers who can be entirely trusted to fight
for the west against the east. We have additional assurance in
the fact that Germany is so strongly anti-Communist; it will
be a long time before German soldiers forget their own experiences
when they advanced into the “ workers’ paradise,” or the subsequent
experience of their families when the eastern barbarians advanced
into their homeland. But these things may be forgotten in time,
and a real danger may arise if a disciplined Germany army of the
future is placed under the command of gentlemen who have de
li
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veloped a habit of betrayal, or are imbued with an old tradition of
the German General Staff that it can be an advantage to march
with the east against the west. In the end we must find German
leaders who can be trusted to be loyal to the w est; it will not be
the first time that England has looked in the gaols to find leaders
who can be trusted, when a policy of folly has failed. If we want
the Germans to fight on the right side, spite and vengeance should
yield at last to honourable treatment of men who behaved like
soldiers by obeying their orders and fighting for their country.
Is it only “ General China ” whom our rulers will embrace after
battle? Chacun a son gout.
The Real Russian Technique
At present the Russian army is again in command ; fear is
back before the returning complacency had even found a comfortable
seat, and we have no long interval left before we meet it. Science
may once more bring some assurance to the western peoples, who
find no assurance under their present rulers in the fact that they
have a two to one superiority of manpower. This possibility has
also been previously discussed in The European ; it is atomic
artillery. The implications of both sides possessing atomic artillery
are fairly plain. The barrage put down each way would be so
overwhelming that neither side could advance, and we should enter
the age of the paralysed giants on land as well as in the air ; the
argument that we are now entering this period is strengthened by
such a development. This position is quite desirable if it could
endure ; anyhow much better than the paralysis of western air
power while Russian land power is free to attack. But will a new
“ Maginot line” — composed this time not of concrete but of fire
power — last much longer than the last, in face of human initiative
and invention? We believe that deadlock will be broken by a
completely new technique, which we have described before in
detail. Fortunately the new method is unlikely to kill many
people. The Russians will finally advance with a political-military
method of industrial infiltration and revolutionary action which
neither atom bombs nor regular armies can answer ; it can only be
met, and overcome, by a superior idea and a stronger faith. The
age of the paralysed giants will mean not only the passing of the
weapons of destruction but also of the men of destruction : they
will be replaced in government by men of creative realism who can
6
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command the heart of the west in crisis, and can master with a
stronger grasp the hand of Communism.
East-W est Trade
The question of East-West trade needs a little more serious
consideration at this stage. After disarmament, the more eastwest trade the better : before disarmament, the Americans have a
real complaint if their allies equip their enemies ; such conduct
is despicable. Again we see the lack of a clear and consistent
policy. Let us try for a disarmament agreement and then develop
all the trade we can in the interests of peace and prosperity. But
to be bribed like greedy boys with oriental sweets to betray our
cause and our friends is as foolish as it is contemptible. Let us
restrain our merchants until the soldiers have left the stage ; let
us examine seriously and rapidly whether that is possible. We
cannot muddle between war and peace.
The Coming Depression
The whistling of official economists to maintain the spirits of
industry begins to be subdued by the rising winds of storm. But
the carefree butcher boy at the English exchequer has still a happy
tune for his humdrum round, because he has not yet got wet. No
man can say when the decisive crisis will hit Great Britain; the
only thing certain is that it is coming. The present symptoms
indicate that next winter may be rough, but it is still quite possible
that the real thing will be postponed for some time. That depends
on America, in the situation to which Great Britain is at present
reduced. There is little doubt that the Americans would postpone,
but not avert, crisis from Britain, if the conventional Keynsian and
neo-Keynsian measures were promptly adopted. But so far little
sign exists of grasp or decision across the Atlantic. The attitude is
a slightly uneasy complacency. As depression gathers, the eminent
military gentleman who has recently conducted the affairs of
America, with rather mixed success, observed at his Press Confer
ence (24.3.54) that, “ Easter is late this year, the ladies have not
started buying y et” . Is the laurel crown too soon awarded if
we surmise that such remarks may one day live in history beside
Marie Antoinette’s shrewd little saying about bread and cakes?
EUROPEAN
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EUROPEAN SOCIALISM
by SIR OSWALD MOSLEY
HE PRINCIPLE of European Socialism is a synthesis at a
higher level of the old conflict between individualism and
socialism. The method of European Socialism is to use the motive
power of both ideas at the appropriate stage of industrial develop
ment. Individual initiative is necessary to found a new industry ;
the willing co-operation of many is necessary to the successful
conduct of a developed industry. At present the individual is
fettered by bureaucracy and taxation in launching a new enterprise,
while the workers in an established business are employees of
capitalism, or of the state, without personal interest in the concern.
The result is the worst of both worlds ; the creative individual
is thwarted, and the mass of the workers are discouraged. The
remedy is to free and to encourage the industrial pioneer who
creates a new enterprise, and, also, to give the workers a real
incentive to do their best for the developed industry in which they
work — by making them owners of it.
These proposals may seem both extreme and puzzling to the old
political world, which is now visibly failing. Politicians think
always in terms of “ right or left ” ; an unfettered private enterprise,
which is free from repressive taxation, will seem to them a proposal
of the extreme right; a workers’ ownership of industry will seem
to them a policy of the extreme left. They will see nothing but
paradox in a plan to combine the two policies.
Is it not rather the solution of plain sense ; a plan in accord
with present reality, which develops rapidly, and with human
nature, which develops slowly? In general it must be agreed that
new ideas come from individuals : committees may or may not
be the best means of conducting established institutions but it
would be difficult to provide many examples of committees creating,
and implementing, new and decisive ideas. It is true that we may
be entering an age in which teams of scientists may do creative
work together, as artists sometimes worked together during the
Renaissance. But the inspiration, both of the idea and of its
execution, was almost invariably the work of some exceptional
(
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individual; and this is likely to be the case in future. In the
sphere of science, however, a collective individualism is likely to
enter at a much earlier stage than in ordinary business.
A new industry is best launched, and brought to the point of
established success, by a single creative individual. When age or
death overtakes the pioneer, the well founded industry is then
best conducted not by the employees of absent shareholders, or
by state appointed bureaucrats, but by the workers who assisted
the founder to build it.
They are his natural heritors because they were his comrades
in his task ; it is right that they should succeed him, and it is a
method which will- work.
In practice, therefore, an industrial pioneer should not only
be free but in every way encouraged ; he should be able to conduct
his own business as he will, and he should be relieved of the main
burdens of taxation. He should be subject neither to state control
nor to workers’ control, upon the sole condition that he should
pay fair wages and give fair conditions of labour. If he cannot
attract good workers to his business on such a basis, he does not
deserve to succeed and, in fact, he will not succeed. A man who
has the capacity to build a great concern will always attract to
himself a team of workers who are devoted to his ideas and to
his personality ; still more will that be the case when they have
the certainty of inheriting his work.
The pioneer himself must have his just reward, in direct pro
portion to his achievements. Let him retire rich and let him die
rich, without grudge. Let him leave the wealth which he has
earned as he wishes ; men work not only for themselves but for
their families and friends ; the higher the type of man the wider
the circle for which he works. (Whether children who inherit
such money should be able to bequeath it further, without themselves
contributing creative work of some kind, is another question which
must be discussed elsewhere. A strong case exists for limiting the
transmission of wealth to one generation ; the children would
then have to use their opportunities creatively if the family fortune
were to continue.)
At the retirement or death of the founder the workers would
become the owners of the industry, subject to a charge upon it
which would be his just reward. This burden would be reduced
by the continuing growth of the industry, and would finally be
liquidated on the passing of his interest.
9
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What then would be the position of the workers ; would they
be responsible for the daily management of the concern? The
answer is that it will be their industry and they can do what they
will. But if they were fools enough to neglect their own work
in favour of a daily debate on the detailed management the business
would very soon be wound up ; the taxpayer would no longer
be there to foot the bill, as he is in the case of nationalised industries.
The majority of the workers are very far from being fools — on the
contrary, the English workers are very shrewd when they have a
chance to learn the facts—and they would have no desire to ruin
their own business and to put themselves out of a job. They
would very seldom waste time in forming a workers’ Soviet for
perpetual discussion of detail; they would employ skilled managers
to conduct for them the detailed affairs of their business. These
managers would no longer be employed by the shareholders in a
business, but by those who worked in it. Is this such a
bad exchange for the managers? Is it not always better to be
employed by someone who understands something of the matter
than by someone who understands nothing at all ? Is it not better
to work with, or under, someone whose whole life is bound up in
the enterprise than to work for someone who bought his shares
yesterday and may sell them tomorrow ; not to mention working
for a state bureaucrat who will draw his pay just the same whatever
happens to the business, and who looks forward to his pension
even if the business has ceased to exist.
No man is fit to be a manager in a great concern if he cannot
get along with the workpeople in it. He has to persuade the
workers and carry them with him at every turn of modern industry ;
he will not find this more difficult, but much easier, if the workers’
interest becomes identical with the interest of the firm. The
workers will be on the look out for brains which can help them
make money. High salaries will be paid more readily to managers
who are saving money to go into the weekly pay packet, or end-of-theyear workers’ dividend, than to managers whose ingenuity is saving,
or making, money for the “ bosses”.
When it comes to something like the disposal of surplus stores
for the best price in the freest market, it is very unlikely that
managers would then find themselves impeded by ideological
principles. If scrapping instead of selling meant a reduction in
the workers’ pay, or annual dividend, instead of an increase to
the taxpayers’ burden in the national budget, the workers would
10
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soon develop as shrewd a self interest as managers or shareholders.
The position of the competent manager would be greatly
strengthened. The only manager with anything to fear would be
the man who seeks to command, but cannot persuade ; and he
is an incompetent. When it comes to great affairs, command is
persuasion. To do great things, in politics, in war, in business or
in anything else, leadership must give confidence and arouse en
thusiasm ; that is why command is persuasion in the complex
mass movement of modern life. A manager who exchanges
shareholders for workers in the ownership of his industry loses
nothing but an empty form of command ; instead he gains the
immense strength of an identity of interests between the industry,
the workers and himself. And — final paradox — could any
sanction be more powerful than the strike (notice given) of a success
ful manager whose departure would certainly mean a considerable
fall in the profits of a worker-owned industry? Is not this a re
versal of all values which the managerial revolution might find quite
desirable, and the workers would find at least comprehensible ?
The element of individualism would still remain in a completely
syndicated industry. In fact, the new syndicalism is a collective
individualism. The workers in co-operation have the highest
degree of individual interest in the business. We found our
industrial structure upon the free individualism of the creative
pioneer, and we crown it with the collective individualism of the
workers who co-operate with each other to mutual benefit.
That is the broad principle for the future (in an article of this
length we can only discuss general principles) ; the takeover of
the existing industrial structure should now be considered. We
believe always in reaching our objective with the minimum possible
disturbance ; particularly in these days, it is a pity to disturb any
thing which works (something rare enough) for reasons of doctrinaire
theory.
In the first instance we should only syndicalise industries which
are now described as ripe for nationalisation ; this should mean
only industries which have become so big that they have passed
beyond any kind of private management and are now controlled
by the officials of monopoly capitalism or by the officials of the
state. At this stage the Labour Party buys out the shareholders
and hands the industry over to the management of bureaucrats
in some authority controlled by the state ; they be;ome national
ised industries in the present meaning of the word. At this point,
U
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instead, we should syndicalise them ; they would belong to the
workers, who would take the place of the shareholders. The
workers will appoint their own managers who will be responsible
to them and, for reasons already noted, the workers will have every
incentive to choose the best managers and to pay them well. The
shareholders will be fairly compensated ; this sum will be a charge
upon the industry, but our principles in relation to hereditary wealth
would reduce this burden with fair speed in the ordinary course of
nature.
At the other end of industry are the great multitude of small
men with their own concerns, which are rapidly being reduced in
favour of the big businesses of monopoly capitalism. These small
men range from individuals who manage their own industrial
firms, to fanners, small shopkeepers, etc. ; and it must be admitted
that only a few of these are likely to emerge from their present
occupation to found a great new enterprise. Nevertheless, they
should be maintained and encouraged, and in such affairs the
hereditary principle is desirable. It is right, for instance, that a
farm, or any enterprise which depends on personal management,
should be handed down from father to son ; death duties and all
forms of repressive and destructive taxation should be lifted from
them. The hereditary principle is only vicious when it reposes
wealth and considerable power in idle and incompetent hands.
Such accumulations of wealth in a hereditary system are a waste
and a danger. We should discriminate between the sterile and
the creative ; this means preventing such accumulations of heredit
ary wealth but encouraging hereditary management of family
concerns.
The industry of a man who emerges from the crowd of small
men to found a great new enterprise will eventually be syndicated.
But this would not occur till the period of his personal management
was passed, and he would receive a great reward which he could
leave as he wished.
For some time to come it is plain there would be many industries
which would fall into neither category ; businesses too large for
personal management but not yet ripe enough to be syndicated.
As the system developed this intermediate region would diminish
until it ceased to exist; in the end all industry would be clear-cut
private enterprise or syndicalised. For a time it might be necessary
in this intermediate region to borrow from pre-war ideas and to
use some of the machinery of the Corporate system, as we used to
12
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call it, or of co-partnership as the Liberals used to call it (it was one
of the paradoxes of the old political world that the two opposing
creeds of Fascism and Liberalism believed in much the same method
of industrial organisation, but no-one, of course, recognised it
because they were called by different names; “ human all too human,”
or political all too political). The essence of that method was a
compromise ; it brought together workers and employers in a
system of consultation and conciliation ; representatives of the
state, or of the consumer, held the balance, It was put into practice
by Fascism and remained a theory for Liberalism. It worked well
enough in Italy and in a rather different form was successful in
Germany ; while the same rose, under another name, smelt even
sweeter at Liberal Summer Schools on the very green lawns of
Oxford colleges.
But all these ideas belong to the pre-war world ; we have passed
beyond them and so have the workers. They can at best be an
intermediate stage on the road to that practical combination of
private enterprise and syndicalism, which is the method of European
Socialism. In the end the workers must choose between that
system and monopoly capitalism, or bureaucratic socialism. The
organised workers have long ago decided against capitalism, which
will shortly march to its final defeat. They begin also to realise
at last that some truth lay in my old description of bureaucratic
socialism, as the principle of buying up obsolete industries at the
public expense. . The substitution of state paid clerks for capitalist
paid clerks, in the management, has only one effect in practice —
their greater ignorance of the business speeds the death of the
already doomed.
As both monopoly capitalism and bureaucratic socialism tie us
to the international trading system (which will shortly oblige us
to meet on world markets not only the sweated labour of the East
but also the dumped surplus of America and Germany) the sense of
disillusionment with both ideas is likely to increase rapidly and
progressively.
Our idea of European Socialism followed my original declaration
of the policy of Europe a Nation (January 1947) which
meant, inter alia, that the European peoples should build
a new economic system within the great living space of EuroAfrica ; insulated from the effects of the coming chaos on world
markets. While it is clear that the method of European Socialism
would have the best chance within such a system, if all Europe
' ■
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were ready to adopt it, a single state would still be able to employ
it before the others were ready ; such a combination of private
enterprise and syndicalism could be tried within the space of a single
present country, or of many. It could even be tried within a nation
which was tied to the international trading system, although,
personally, I am convinced that no country with our standard of
wages and with our conditions of life could long endure under
the strain of the coming competition within that system. That
argument belongs to another occasion and I have often discussed
it in writing and on the platform.
It is more relevant in this brief study to enquire what should be the
relation between the state and syndicalised industry. The short
answer is that it is the minimum necessary. We do not want the
state ever to interfere unless a clash of interest obliges such inter
vention, or anti-social conduct challenges the well-being of the
whole ; the less the hand of the state is felt in industry the better.
Let us render unto the state the things which are the state’s —
defence, foreign policy, order, and such fiscal questions as should be
lifted out of the lobby of conflicting interests for decision at a level
which is responsible only to the people as a whole, when they express
their will through regular votes. The state should retire from the
management of industry in favour of true industrial self-government
or industrial democracy. In politics, the present exaggeration of
democratic theory — to a point where everyone is held to under
stand everything — has not recently been working altogether
perfectly. Industrial democracy, on the other hand, starts with
the advantage that a man knows something of the industry in which
he works.
Fortunate in the modem world is the man who understands
what he is doing. If the workers did not at least understand a
little better what they were doing than statesmen seem to under
stand what they are doing, the world would come to a full stop,
even before the last experiment in the hydrogen bomb.
We hold the belief, founded deep in history, that the great
impulses of the world come from creative individuals ; these
individuals may be single men of genius who are the pioneers of
new enterprises, or they may be the mass of the workers in the
collective individualism of developed industries ; their motives
to create can become the same. Let those do who can, and let
them enjoy the fruits of what they do.
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BRITAIN FACES THE SLUMP
by ROBERT ROW
ENTRY into the New Year of 1954 was not
BRITAIN’S
auspicious. Despite the relatively favourable world con
ditions of the closing stages of the armaments boom the country
has only held its own. In contrast with this, the recovery of
Western Germany has been remarkable. Since 1950, her exports
have risen by eighty per cent in volume, whilst those of Britain
have actually declined by three per cent. Britain has been kept
going by the sale of her- Colonial raw materials, which have
augmented her gold and dollar earnings. Germany has recovered
by hard work and initiative.
This difference is important, in view of the new situation that
faces Europe. The slump, long ignored by the politicians, has
arrived. In America, industrial production is ten per cent* lower
than it was last July. A state of chronic “ over-production ” is
appearing in one industry after another. The Secretary of
Agriculture has great surpluses of wheat and other crops on his
hands. Unemployment is rapidly increasing, and the Congress
of Industrial Organisations has predicted a total of five millions
by the end of the year.
Orthodox economists, having denied in and out of season that
a depression would return to America, are now obliged to discuss
how far this slump will go. Nothing could be worse for public
morale, of course, and the situation is being aggravated by the
behaviour of the consumer. The tendency of the average man
and woman when threatened with hard times is to save as much
as possible and cut down expenditure on “ non-essentials ” ;
self-preservation is one of mankind’s strongest instincts. Un
fortunately, when millions react in this way, the approach of the
slump is hastened. A further complication is the fact that millions
of Americans have mortgaged their wages in advance, and have
• This, drop is of the same magnitude as the reduction that took place
from the beginning to the end of the 1948-49 recession.
Financial Times.
24/2/54.
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been doing so for some time. Loans and consumer-credit have
been extended to individuals on the security of their future earnings,
enabling them to buy homes, cars, radios and television sets in an
enormous buying spree — and so erect a crazy superstructure of
debt now estimated to have reached the gigantic proportions of
fifty-eight thousand million dollars. While not particularly danger
ous during a boom, it becomes a millstone of fantastic weight
about the American neck once unemployment rises — as it is doing
now — and can only make the slump worse.
Britain cannot fail to be hit by that slump. Even a limited
depression, as compared with the disaster of 1929-31, will disrupt
the trade of this country. It is now widely realised that imports
from Britain will be drastically reduced ; in 1937-38, when
American production fell by four per cent, they fell by forty-one
per cent. Considering that some twelve per cent of our exports
are sold in the United States and Canada, it is clear that cuts on
a similar scale will hit us badly. *
But the indirect effects of the American depression are likely
to be even worse. In 1937-38, American purchases of raw
materials from the Commonwealth and Colonies fell by fifty per
cent. In 1929-31 they fell by eighty-one per cent. Britain to-day
sells sixteen per cent of her exports to the Colonies and twenty-six
per cent to the Dominions, which together amount to something
approaching half of total exports. If the Commonwealth countries
cannot sell to America they cannot buy from Britain ; directly
and indirectly, then, the effect of the American depression lpoks
like being felt in some fifty-four per cent of our export trade. Nor
should the effect in other markets be ignored. To such an extent
is the non-Soviet world dependent on the United States that general
cuts in her imports will have severe repercussions throughout
world trade.
Britain, relying more than any other major country on trade
for her living, is certain to feel these cuts almost at once. Yet,
this being so, the decisions reached at the Commonwealth Con
ference at Sydney mean that no attempt will be made to avert a
catastrophe. The rejection of Empire trading means that no
effective defences exist against the violent repercussions of a world
depression. The adherence of the Commonwealth to “ freer
* British dollar exports to U.S.A. for the first three months o f 1954 have
been 14% lower than in the last three months of 1953, and to Canada
19% lower.
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trade ” and the “ open door,” while America refuses to open hers
(or at least, not more than a fraction), means that Britain must
face intense competition from American surplus production exported
through those open doors, and sold at run-on prices, while failing
to earn dollars because of American cuts in imports.
A further danger is the threat of cut-throat competition from
new Indian industries, not to mention the Japanese. It will be
noted that the strongest opponents of Empire trading at Sydney
were the Asian countries, India, Pakistan and Ceylon, in addition
to *Canada. A closed Commonwealth system is undoubtedly
anathema to India, who has ambitions to export her cheap manu
factured goods to markets outside i t ; on the other hand she has
little to fear if the Commonwealth is free to all comers, since with
her low wages she .can undercut most competitors.
■ The fatuous and woolly document released to the world after
the Sydney Conference can therefore be regarded as the Tory
swansong. The “ Stupid Party ” was carried to great heights
during the rise of the British Empire; its doom is ensured with
the decline of that great institution, which it has utterly failed to
save.
Nor can Labour step into the breach. If possible, it is even
more woolly than the Tories. At a time when our trade is facing
disruption under the impact of a world depression — and, according
to its own doctrine, Britain must export or die — it gaily sponsors
a vote-catching campaign for equal pay for women. This proposal
is only common justice ; but Labour goes on to attack world
poverty as well, and calmly informs us that we must accept
a lower standard of living in order to feed the starving masses of
Asia. This is standing on one’s head with a vengeance. To
promise equal pay for women (estimated to cost another twentyeight million pounds a year), plus relating State allowances and
pensions to the present cost of living (another one hundred and
forty million pounds), plus restoring the food subsidies to four
hundred and ten million pounds, and at the same time solemnly
warn the British people that their standard of living will be cut,
is a form of hare-brained self-contradiction that could only emerge
from Transport House.
So much for Britain’s position.. At the moment of her greatest
economic need the two major parties are in a state of make-belief.
What, then, of Germany, her most formidable competitor in
Europe ? Germany has risen from the ashes by the desperate
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need to live at all, but her greatest assets to-day are her zest for
hard work and her understanding of the necessity for common
well-being.
It is clear that Germany also will suffer in the slump. Perhaps
not so badly as Britain, since she grows more food at home ;
nevertheless, the two greatest industrial peoples of Europe will
be locked in a struggle for markets far worse than either has known
before. Germany also appears to be equipped with the wrong
sort of politician : Professor Erhard, the Federal Minister of
Economics, has given it as his opinion that he believes “ competition
between Britain and Germany can only be beneficial to the whole
Western world,” and claims that through it living standards will
be raised.
In the conditions of “ freer trade,” to which the “ free world ”
is rapidly returning, this can only mean an economic war of
attrition between Britain and Germany, with international markets
glutted by the manufactured goods which both countries export ;
and with the added complications, on the one hand, of America
unloading her surplus production on to those glutted markets,
while drastically cutting her imports, and on the other, of the ever
present menace to the West of low wage competition from India
and Japan. The “ freedom” so much lauded by the Erhards
will not raise living standards but instead will drag them down.
It only remains for the Soviets to pursue a still “ softer ” inter
national policy to produce an even greater crash in the West.
Should Moscow succeed in her plan of an independent, re-united
and disarmed Germany, for example, then the latter would export
at such low prices, not having to bear the cost of modem armaments,
that Britain would be driven right out of world markets.
From every point of view the union of Britain with the rest of
Europe is not only eminently desirable but a sheer necessity. The
old politicians have ensured that a Commonwealth trading system
is beyond realisation. Britain can only turn to Europe now — and
time is short, even for this, before high tariff walls cut off this last
remaining great market — as the one alternative to collapse and
hunger.
Yet, once united with Europe, how greatly would the position
change. Here is a continent with a far higher population than
that of the United States ; with its own resources, and those
of Africa, a vast amount of real wealth can be created for the use
of European and African alike. Britain rose to great power and
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influence with the development of the wealth of the British Empire ;
she has fallen into beggary now that the Empire has been sacrificed
to the cult of the “ open door
She must repeat her former
achievements in the great spaces of Africa, not in suicidal economic
warfare with Germany and the rest of Europe, but through co
operation with them in a common creative effort.

THEATRE IN PARIS
PO U R LU CRECE by JEAN G IR A U D O U X
by JACQUES BROUSSE
FTER the Liberation, when Jouvet returned from America,
it was . announced several times that he was planning to
produce Pour Lucrece, the posthumous play by Jean Giraudoux.
Jouvet died before this could be done, and finally it was Jean-Louis
Barrault who enabled: the poet’s admirers to hear his voice once
more, his last message from beyond the grave. This is not mere
rhetoric. All Giraudoux’s plays are, like those of Goethe, plays
of ideas, where themes are discussed and developed on which the
author never ceased to meditate. Pour Lucrice is no exception ;
following Ampkytrion and Electre, it deals with the themes of purity
and of fidelity, which they had treated separately.
Lucile, the heroine of Pour Lucrece, is, like Alcmdne, confronted
with one of the gravest problems a woman can face : adultery and
its consequences. As with Electra, her absolute conception of
purity brings disaster in its train.
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The setting is Aix-en-Provence in 1868.
Lucile is the wife of Procureur Blanchard, newly settled in the
town, who is charged with the war against vice and crime in the
name of society, and with their punishment. In love with her
husband, she is impeccably virtuous and faithful, and at the same
time quite free from hypocrisy. But she possesses a strange gift.
“ Until you came,” says a friend with whom she is sitting under
the plane trees eating ices, near the famous fountains, “ half the
life of Aix society was dedicated to love 1” For vice, adultery,
corruption turn Mme. Blanchard to stone ; she literally freezes.
Only her glance reveals her disgust. And since even deceived
husbands evoke this fatal reaction in her, on this July evening,
as the sun goes down behind the plane trees, she enlightens Armand,
the trusting husband, by her attitude, (though he cannot induce
her to say a word), as to the infidelities of his adored wife, the
lovely Paola.
The latter, thus accused, defends herself. And the whole play
consists of the duel between these two women; the one, unawakened,
knowing nothing of love, who has betrayed the great community
of women ; the other who says “ You don’t love your husband,
you dream of loving all men ; I love, and seek to multiply the man
I love with lovers in whom I pursue his image ” . And while Lucile
replies with biting scorn, Paola pours a narcotic into her glass,
and sends for Barbette, an old procuress. She gives her instructions ;
and Mme. Blanchard awakes to find herself, half naked, in this
horrible woman’s house. She is holding in her hand the handker
chief of Count Marcellus, a man whose debauches are famous in
Aix, and whom M. Blanchard has recently denounced in open
court. She believes she has been raped. It is the situation of
Clarissa Harlowe and Lovelace, but in make-believe.
But this revenge, tremendous though it is, does not suffice the
implacable Paola. She now wishes her pretence to become reality,
that Lucile should in fact be possessed by Marcellus. And while
she is explaining the aflair to him next morning — (they understand
one another, she had been his mistress the year before) — Lucile
herself enters the room, where heavy hangings and tiger skins thrown
over couches constitute the inevitable decor of the mid-nineteenth
century seducer. Horrified, in despair, she has come to tell Mar
cellus he must kill himself. “ On this condition alone,’’ she says,
“ can 1 look on what happened last night as belonging to the distant
past, and face my husband tomorrow without shame.” Virtuous
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women are violently attractive to Don Juans. Marcellus is ready
to promise everything Lucile wishes ; but as, for the moment,
she says she considers herself his wife, he throws himself upon her
and wishes to possess her there and then.
However, Armand has decided to provoke his wife’s ex-lover
to a duel. He arrives in time to protect Lucile. He decides to
be her cavalier ; he will deliver her from the man who has out
raged her innocence. Just then the return of Procureur Blanchard
is announced. Paola is determined to explain to him the reason
for his wife’s presence in Marcellus’ house. “ My revenge,” she
says to Lucile, “ is this : you shall see your husband as a woman
after her first betrayal sees the man with whom she has lived blindly
for years — see him as he really is.”
A few hours later, Mme. Blanchard is at home awaiting the result
of the duel. She compels herself to admit everything to her hus
band. He shows nothing but egoism and incomprehension.
Wild with fury at the idea that his wife, who so often resisted his
embrace, had belonged to another man, he takes his pistols to
go and avenge his honour.
Too late ; Armand has killed Marcellus in the duel. While
he tries to console Lucile, miserable at the discovery she has made
of her husband’s real character, Paola, followed by Barbette, arrives
to tell her the truth — that she was never raped at all. Paola
triumphs ; her satisfaction is two-fold, since she destroys the
image which Armand, who has fallen in love, had made of Lucile.
“ Lucile,” she cries, “ is no longer pure, for she did not believe in
her own purity, she never guessed that she had not embraced and
loved. True purity would have seen through our trick. Mme.
Blanchard believed every word we told her — that she trembled
with pleasure, that she clung to Marcellus and would not release
him. All these thoughts already existed in her mind ! ”
Then, as the Procureur re-appears, Lucile forbids Barbette to
tell him the truth. (This is a rather unreal artifice, for what could
have prevented Armand from crying out the truth and forcing
M. Blanchard to listen to him 7) The rupture between husband
and wife is complete.
“ Well, Lucile,” says Paola, “ is life beautiful, and pure ? That
man, another woman’s husband, are you not in love with him? ”
“ I love him, but defeat is not without resource,” replies
Lucile. “ When I was ten years old I vowed I would never admit
ev il; to prove, if necessary by death, that the world is noble.
1 \
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No matter if life is a betrayal since I keep my oath.” And so
saying she swallows a phial of poison.
“ Is Paola on her knees?” she asks, dying.
“ Yes,” says Paola. She is standing, but she answers yes.
“ I have won ; the world is pure, Paola. Say it is. I want
to hear it from your lips.”
“ It is,” says Paola, “ for one second.” The play ends with a
furious malediction uttered against the entire male sex by.
Barbette, threatening in her black cape like a dark night-bird,
while she hides the jewels she has stolen from Lucile’s corpse.
The play is not without faults ; the fact that the action is
compressed within twenty-four hours leads, as in Corneille’s
tragedies, to unnecessary complications and unlikelihoods in the
p lo t; and the second act is rather wordy. Perhaps if Giraudoux
had been at the rehearsals he would have altered it here and there.
But he was above all interested in expressing ideas, and whether the
plot was realistic or not mattered little to him. The beauty of his
plays, as he knew, lay elsewhere.
Here, it is in the portrait of two women, each unconsciously
envying the other the quality she herself lacks. Though Pour
Lucrece, like Electre for that matter, and Judith, demonstrates the
poet’s incapacity to write a real tragedy, where real blood flows
(for the abundance of poetic imagery interposes between us and
the drama) nonetheless it is superior to his other plays owing to
the psychology of the two principal characters. Giraudoux’s
triumph is in having created Lucile and in imagining the heart of
a period which, at least in the provinces, was still lit by the dying
fires of romanticism with its exalted conception of female purity.
And, as always with him, there is the dazzling crystalline style,
brilliant with a thousand lights and expressing all the variations
of his subtle and profound thought. Giraudoux’s is the glory,
as we said about his Siegfried, of having restored fine writing to
the French stage, at a time when it was cluttered with wretched
writers like Bernstein.
It is interesting to follow the development of his thought in
Pour Lucrece: In Electre, he, so in love with life, almost dis
approved of his heroine for the catastrophies she brought about
by her intransigeant will to purity. When Lucile says : “ Heroes
are those who translate a life they can no longer bear into some
thing superb ” it is a last echo of this sentiment in him. But finally
it is she who is victorious, and the poet has even given her miraculous
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powers after death. “ You crossed yourself,” says Barbette in
her last monologue, “ and at that moment your stockings and
shoes clothed your legs as though by magic. . . the paper flowers
I had put near your bed, when I wanted to touch them, gave out
a scent of roses. They make saints for less.. . . ” So, here, his
homage to purity is without reserve. But Electre was written
■ in 1937 ; it is compared with his last play that Pour Lucrece under
lines Giraudoux’s changed ideas. The theme of Sodome et
Gomorrhe was the essential incompatibility of man and woman.
At the end they share the blame, neither bearing a greater
responsibility for the disaster. Pour Lucrece, especially the third
act, in counterpoint with the purity theme, also deals with the
war of the sexes ; but although Paola incarnates feminine duplicity,
if Barbette’s tirade represents the author’s own conclusions, it
appears, curiously enough, that he felt man must bear most of the
blame. It would be interesting to discover whether something in
his private life led him so to change his views.
Pour Lucrkce is acted by the most brilliant cast one could dream
o f ; the three greatest French actresses were all in it, Madeleine
Renaud, Edwige Feuiltere and Yvonne de Bray. The latter, known
in England from Cocteau’s films L ’itemel retour and Les parents
terribles, died, almost on the stage, in February — an irreparable
loss for the French theatre. Madeleine Renaud, though no longer
of an age for the part, is all the more moving in that the character
of Lucile resembles her own noble nature. Mme. Feuiltere gives
Paola her beauty, elegance and supreme distinction ; the part
was written for her, and nobody could interpret with greater
authority the character of a woman in whom pride, scorn and
sensuality stifle regret for lost purity. The men’s parts are less
striking, but M. Sesailly, who left the Comedie Fran?aise with
Barrault, is sincere and touching as Armand ; while the chief of
the company succeeds miraculously, and slips into the skin of
Procureur Blanchard, a character as unlike as possible to his usual
romantic roles.
M. Cassandre’s dresses and sets for Pour Lucrece are chosen with
most perfect taste. If Mr. G. B. Shaw’s decorator in Antony and
Cleopatra crossed the Channel and saw it, it might induce him to
commit artistic suicide and take to selling vegetables, which would
be pure gain for England. .
(Translated)
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THE CRITICS
AND THE MASTER
by DENIS GOACHER
The Translations of Ezra Pound. Faber and Faber, 30s.
Literary Essays of Ezra Pound. Ed. by T. S. Eliot. Faber and
Faber, 30s.
Sophokles’ Women o f T rachis i a version by Ezra Pound. The
Hudson Review. Winter 1954. 1$.

I

N a fascinating talk on the Third Programme, The Revolt o f the
Authors, Miss Mary McCarthy caustically reviewed one of
the most lamentable and hilarious aspects of academic America.
Every living, or recently living, author of note (i.e., known to the
Anglo-Saxon world) has been “ cornered ” by some gnome of
scholastic industry in some, frequently remote, corner of that vast
continent. The giants, of course, such as Joyce, Proust, Kafka,
Eliot, have attracted whole swarms of these dauntless parasites,
each sucking vigorously at the ravaged corpus, blood from which
will eventually be regurgitated as a critical serum grateful to the
deranged digestions of pap fed alumni. Frequently, the more
obsessional brigands issue their acquired capital to the world in
the form of a large monograph, bloated with appendices and
indices, bearing some such title as The Origins, Conscious and
Unconscious, o f the Mythopoeic Tendencies in the Methodology
o f James Joyce, The outstanding characteristic of this rich situation
is that, where a living author has demurred, however politely,
at the critical embalming of his work, the critic has invariably
been roused to fury by what he considers to be a wanton invasion
of his (the critic’s) private snorting ground. According to Miss
McCarthy, the authors are beginning to revolt, and a start has
been made on the task of unseating this suffocating dictatorship —
to the accompaniment of many howls and execrations from the
dictators themselves.
Throughout his long career, Ezra Pound has received his full
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measure of critical rancour and misrepresentation. If he has not
been entirely submerged by the kind of cellular growth described
above, that has been because the material has proved too diverse
and intractable and his public personality too eccentric. (Never
theless a formidable cohort of critics and commentators has
gathered round his work in the United States : but, so far, they
have not succeeded in entirely remaking him.) In England, where
the inflation of the critic’s status has not quite reached its logical
(American) conclusion, few now dare openly to abuse Mr. Pound.
With that quick apprehension of “ what’s w hat” in the literary
air, the critics have realised that the respect accorded Mr. Pound
by a select body of irreproachables (among them Mr. Eliot) indicates
that mud slinging would no longer be tolerated.
Of the three publications here to be examined only one, The
Translations o f Ezra Pound, has, as yet, been extensively reviewed.
In ail these reviews save one the degree of perception and knowledge
manifested has been in close agreement with -the ratio of artist
to “ critic” in the writer. That is to say, the most sympathetic
and sensible comments came (in The Observer) from Mr. Edwin
Muir, who is one of the best minor poets writing in English ; and
the most obtuse, in The New Statesman, from Mr. Donald Davie,
whose creative abilities have not yet been made known to us :
the anonym in The Times Literary Supplement ducked the whole
question by discussing The Homage to Sextus Propertius, not
included in this volume ; and Mr. Auden, in Encounter, made one
or two simple bloomers that he really ought not to have made.
Most of the errors, indeed, spring from ignorance, and one is
left with the impression that several of these respected finger
waggers are getting down to the business of reading Mr. Pound
for the first time. Thus Mr. Donald Davie, who heads his review
Translation Absolute, completely misreads a passage in the 1910
introduction to the Cavalcanti translations, wherein Pound says
apropos of Cavalcanti’s poems, “ I believe in an ultimate and absolute
rhythm ” — Davie taking this to mean that Pound is referring to
his translations. Whereas, not only does Pound explicitly state
in this same introduction, “ That there might be less interposed
between the reader and Guido, it was my first intention to print only
his poems and an unrhymed gloze," but, for forty years, he has
repeatedly trumpeted the assertion that no translation can be more
than a rough guide to the original and that each generation must
make them “ new ” for themselves. Nevertheless, Mr. Davie
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(basing his entire article on the assumption), ploughs on with “ And
so, when he (Pound) translates Cavalcanti, he aspires to give an
absolute translation. . . in the sense that it is to be Cavalcanti
in English for good and all, not just for this generation or the next
few
This is a perfect example of the mountebankian pedagogy
stigmatised by Miss McCarthy.
If further proof be needed the reader should look up the 1910
edition of Pound’s Cavalcanti: the reviewers have taken the
present version to be a reprint of this early one : in fact, nine' of
the: sonnets and five ballate have been partially or entirely re
written (forming the body of the magnificent Marsano edition of
1931), the revisions providing a miniature history of Ezra Pound’s
advance in verse technique over a period of more than twenty
years. It is significant that Mr. Davie, while declaring himself
unconvinced that Cavalcanti is all Pound cracks him up to be
(likening him to Surrey and dubbing Pound’s translations
“ Petrarchan ”), quotes passages which, with the exception of one
line, have remained unaltered since 1910. One such passage of
an unchanged rendering ends with :
" Good seeketh out its like with some address ” .
“ That last line,” says Mr. Davie, “ coming where it does . . . is
certainly Pound at his best.” Well, that line, while pleasant
enough, is something very like Elizabethan pastiche, and em
phatically not Pound at his best — which blows the gaff even further
on Mr. Davie as a critic, and indicates where his tastes lie.
Mr. Auden makes a mistake, more forgivably, from the opposite
pole (these Cavalcanti translations have proved a veritable water
jump). He says that “ the diction of these versions is embarrassingly
pre-Raphaelite, quaint and diffuse ” (which is an indiscriminate
judgment), but that their importance “ lies in their rhythmical
novelty ", He rightly sees that “ Pound had set himself one task,
that of reproducing in English the cadence of the Italian hendecasyllabic in general, and of Cavalcanti’s in particular ”. Then he
says, “ What a refreshing shock it must have been for a reader in
1910 to come across such lines as :
Who is she that comes, making: torn every man’s eye
And making the air to tremble with a bright cleamesse
That leadeth with her Love, in such nearness
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No man may proffer o f speech more than a sigh ?
Ah God, what she is like when her owne eye turneth, is
fit for Amor to speake, for I can not at all;
Such is her modesty, I would call
Every woman else but a useless uneasiness." (Sonnet VII)
Mr. Auden then proceeds to make an excellent comparison
between the cadences of this passage and some lines of Wyatt :
Wherewith love to the hart’s forest he fleeth
Leaving his enterprise with pain and cry,
And there him hideth and not appeareth.
Now the first point is that not only the cadence but the diction
is comparable to that of Wyatt, who can scarcely be accused of
being “ embarrassingly pre-Raphaelite ”, The second point is
that, not only is this not the 1910 version, "but it has been entirely
rewritten. Here is the same passage in 1910 :
Who is she coming, drawing all men’s gaze,
Who makes the air one trembling clarity
Till none can speak but each sighs piteously
Where she leads Love adown her trodden Ways?
Ah God l the thing she's like when her glance strays,
Let Amor tell. Tis no fit speech for me.
Mistress she seems o f such great modesty
That every other woman were called “ Wrath ”.
Thus Mr. Auden is impaled on his own summary judgment.
For while some of the early, unchanged versions are distinctly preRaphaelite (and Mr. Pound has not ceased from telling us that
he was then bogged down in Swinburne and Rossetti), Mr. Auden
singles out for praise one of the masterly versions made twenty
years later — but fails to perceive how different it is by lumping
it with those versions which have remained unchanged. Which
shows how unceasingly a critic should be on his guard. Both
Mr. Davie and Mr. Auden, in this instance, reveal the danger of
hastily casting around for a critical standpoint, any standpoint,
without first looking to the footholds. I find it difficult to believe
that Auden would have been so careless fifteen years ago.
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Critics being inadequate guides, how is the reader to evaluate
Pound, the translator, as displayed in this volume ? The title
is misleading : in proof the book was rightly called Selected
Translations : to substitute a comprehensive title was very mistaken
on the part of the publisher, for he omits all the Confucian texts,
the version from Sophocles, and many others. These omissions
are capricious because Cathay and The Seafarer (here included)
had already been reprinted a couple of years ago in Personae.
As Mr. Davie pointed out, the Pound bibliography is in enough
of a muddle already : it has thoroughly muddled Mr. Auden who
bewails the omission of the Homage to Sextus Propertius — being
unaware of the appearance of the aforesaid Personae, in which it
was reprinted. It is surely time that someone was given the,
admittedly immense, task of preparing a definitive edition.
The most important of the Cavalcanti translations is obviously
that of the Donna Mi Prega, here reprinted without the Italian
text and accompanying essay and commentary, although presented
in that form in the volume of Literary Essays we shall consider
next — more muddle ! If it was to be detached in this way it
would have been better to exhibit it alongside Mr. Pound’s later
version, which forms part of Canto XXXVI. With or without
the Italian text the reader would then have a unique opportunity
of seeing how a master of verse has, over many years, assiduously
mined a text until he has extracted all the ore he can use. Compare
the two versions of the opening lines :
Donna mi priegha
perch’i voglio dire
D’un accidente
che sovente
e ferd
Ed e si altero
ch’i chiamato amore
Here is the version in the present volume !
Because a lady asks me, I would tell
O f an affect that comes often and is fell
And is so overweening: Love by name.
And in Canto X X X V I :
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A lady asks me
I speak in season
She seeks reason for an affect, wild often
That is so proud he hath Love for a name
This later rendering is unquestionably the finer : its movement
closer to the original — splendidly reproducing that tense yet
lithe jumping from phrase to phrase which is one of Cavalcanti’s
most fascinating characteristics. The use of iambs and anapaests
in the former is less original, making a looser, smoother rhythm.
And compare
In memory’s locus taketh he his state
Formed there in manner as a mist o f light
Upon a dusk that is come from Mars and stays.
Love is created, hath a sensate name,
His modus takes from soul, from heart his will;
with the virtuoso performance in Canto X X X V I :
Where memory liveth,
it takes its state
Formed like a diafan from light on shade
Which shadow cometh o f Mars and remaineth
Created, having name sensate,
Custom o f the soul,
will from the heart;
There is hardly any comparison ; the latter is more musical,
more emotive and literally closer to the original.
Among the reviewers of this book, Mr. Edwin Muir, so far as
I know, has been the only one to lay proper emphasis on the
Noh plays. The general opinion is that Pound is only partially
successful here, and even Mr. Kenner, in his introduction to the
book, most unfairly compares a moderate passage from one of
the plays with a star turn from Cathay in order to assert that we
“ sense a remoteness, a sense on Pound’s part that he is doing
something exotic, thin, appreciated rather than lived,” and that
therefore this work does not stand “ as Cathay does, with his
finest original w ork” .
This is entirely to miss the point. Our main debt to Mr. Pound
2?
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here (and to Professor Fenollosa from whose material the sequence
was drawn) is in being confronted with a kind of aesthetic appre
hension and a form of drama quite alien to the western world.
It is the kind of aesthetic we are more familiar with in Japanese
painting, and which makes a European feel himself to be of an
ox-like coarseness. And I strongly doubt whether anybody can
sufficiently imagine himself into this drama unless he has worked
in, or thought deeply about, the theatre. In the first place one
has to remember that the Noh form has its origins in the dance,
and that the words are incomplete without the music and dancing
which accompany and often supplant them. Despite, their pro
testations, too many critics judge these plays as literature : thus,
such passages as :
Frost tinges the jasper terrace,
A fine stork, a black stork sings in the heaven,
Autumn is deep in the valley o f Hako,
The sad monkeys cry out in the moonlight,
The mountain pathway is lonely.
remind the literary critic of, and can be shown by him to be no
better than, a great many translations of Japanese and Chinese
poetry. But it is only as play that this passage from Nishikigi
(a play about the ghosts of two lovers who had never been united)
can be appreciated :
“ Tangled, we are tangled. Whose fault was it, dear ? tangled
up as the grass patterns are tangled in this coarse cloth, or as the
little Mushi that lives on and chirrups in dried seaweed. We do not
know where are to-day our tears in the undergrowth o f this eternal
wilderness. We neither wake nor sleep, and passing our nights
in a sorrow which is in the end a vision, what are these scenes o f
spring to us? this thinking in sleep o f some one who has no thought
o f you, is it more than a dream? and yet surely it is the natural way
o f love."
And we have to remember that the play and the acting, unlike
our theatre, are non-realistic. As Fenollosa says in his notes,
“ The beauty and power of Noh lie in the concentration___ Each
drama embodies some primary human relation or emotion ; and
the poetic sweetness or poignancy of this is carried to its highest
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degree by carefully excluding all such obtrusive elements as a mimetic
realism or vulgar sensation might demand.” Of a conversation
with the famous Noh actor Umewaka Minoru, Fenollosa records,
“ He said the excellence of Noh lay in emotion, not in action or
externals. Therefore there were no accessories, as in the theatres
(meaning the common theatres). ‘ Spirit ’ (tamashii) was the word
he used. The pure spirit was what it (Noh) worked in, so it was
higher than other arts. If a Noh actor acted his best, Umewaka
could read his character. The actor could not conceal it. The
spirit must out, the ‘ whole man,’ he said. Therefore he always
instructed-his sons to be moral, pure and true in all their daily lives,
otherwise they could not become the greatest actors.” Elsewhere,
“ The discipline of the actor is a moral one. He is trained to
revere his profession, to make it a sacred act thus to impersonate
a hero. He yields himself up to possession by the character. He
acts as if he knew himself to be a god, and after the performance
he is generally quite exhausted.”
Nishikigi is an excellent play for the newcomer to start on. It
is impossible to explain the allure and haunting nuance of such
passages as this final chorus :
We ask you, do not awake,
We all will wither away.
The-wands and this cloth o f a dream.
Now you will come out o f sleep,
You tread the border and nothing
Awaits you: no, all this will wither away.
There is nothing here but this cave in the field’s midst.
To-day's wind moves in the pines;
A wild place, unlit, and unfilled.
“ The music is simple melody, hardly more than a chant, accom
panied by drums and flutes. There is thus a delicate adjustment
of half a dozen conventions appealing to eye, ear, or mind, which
produces an intensity of feeling such as belongs to no merely
realistic drama. The audience sits spellbound before the tragedy,
bathed in tears ; but the effect is never one of realistic horror,
rather of a purified and elevated passion, which sees divine purpose
under all violence.”
For the student of Pound there is, in these plays, much of
secondary interest: a voice of the Cantos is foreshadowed in
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Windy road o f the waves by Miwo, / Swift with ships, loud over
steersmens voices. / And the diction of the translator of Sophocles,
which we shall examine later, is forming (so many years beforehand)
in this chorus from Kinuta :
Slow as the pace o f sleep,
Swift as the steeds o f time,
By the six roads o f changing and passing
We do not escape from the wheel,. . .
Of the other main sections in this volume, Cathay and The
Seafarer are by now rightly celebrated. The Arnaut Daniel poems
can teach one many things and deserve an essay to themselves.
It is interesting to note that Pound is always assured in these,
compared with the tentative approach of some of the early Caval
canti — although the two groups must have been done at about
the same time.
If his publishers wished to present the new generation with a
clear and detailed picture of Ezra Pound as critic, either they should
have announced the present volume, Literary Essays, as the first
of at least a pair, or this one should have been a good deal fatter.
Mr. Eliot has performed a service in gathering together several
essays lost in periodicals, but we can bewail the omission of some
important pieces and question the inclusion of others which are of
lesser interest. In primis, for the sake of the young student (and
I take it Mr. Eliot has him at least partly in mind) it would have
been better to omit the essay oh Laforgue and The Hard and Soft
in French Poetry or even How to Read (superseded by the reprinted
A.B.C. o f Reading) and to substitute the long critical anthology
French Poets, which last appeared in the Make it New collection.
I know of no better introduction to French poetry of the period
stretching roughly from 1870 to 1920. The fact that there are
apparently glaring omissions such as Baudelaire, Mallarme and
the early Valery does not matter in the le a st: the merest tyro is
not likely to have missed scraping acquaintance with them.
It is difficult to say how this collection will strike a newcomer.
I incline to think that it would have been better to reprint the two
English collections, Make it New and Polite Essays, which had a
definite plan, and gather the remainder into a third volume. Mr.
Eliot’s two main divisions, The Art o f Poetry and The Tradition,
are rather unsatisfactory : for instance, Notes on Elizabethan
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Classicists and Translators o f Greek, which embody some of Mr.
Pound’s deepest convictions about the writing of poetry, are placed
in the second division. And the new reader is likely to be mazed
by the profusion before him, without having his attention focussed
on the main blocks. A welcome inclusion is The Serious Artist,
never before published in England ; it is an early work and much
of it has since been said better by Pound himself ; but it is inter
esting to find this excellent statement of that ultimate mystery in
art to which, after years of the Higher Criticism, the aestheticians
are coming round full circle :
We might come to believe that the thing that matters in art is
a sort o f energy, something more or less like electricity or radio
activity, a force transfusing, welding, and unifying. A force rather
like water when it spurts up through very bright sand and sets it in
swift motion. You may make what image you like.. . . And
“ Good writing ” is perfect control. And it is quite easy to control
a thing that has in it no energy — provided that it be not too heavy
and that you do not wish to make it move.
And there is this brilliantly commonsensical metaphor of the aim
and problem in prose a r t :
Also there are various kinds o f clarity. There is the clarity o f
the request: Send me four pounds o f ten-penny nails. And there
is the syntactical simplicity o f the request: Buy me the kind of
Rembrandt 1 like. This last is an utter cryptogram. It pre
supposes a more complex and intimate understanding o f the speaker
than most o f us ever acquire o f anyone. It has as many meanings,
almost, as there are persons who might speak it. To a stranger it
conveys nothing at all.
It is the almost constant labour o f the prose artist to translate
this latter kind o f clarity into the former; to say “ Send me the kind
o f Rembrandt I like ” in the terms o f “ Send me four pounds o f
ten-penny nails ".
And it is difficult to deny the truth of : In the end the critic can
only say “ I like it,” or “ I am moved,” or something o f that sort.
When he has shown us himself we are able to understand him.
In another early (1914) rarity, The Renaissance, which makes
rather sad reading to-day, Pound makes this salutary p o in t: Has
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any one yet answered the query: why is it that in other times artists
went on getting more and more powerful as they grew older, whereas
now they decline after the first outburst, or at least after the first
successes? Compare this with the steady growth o f scientists.
Among English speaking writers who have lived in the twentieth
century, which have confounded this ominous observation ?
Yeats, Hardy — and Pound himself.
Apart from the two classical excursions already mentioned the
new reader should make straight for A Retrospect (which no
intending poet can do without), Date Line, How to Read (if he has
not read the A.B.C.), Henry James (among the first Jamesian
criticism and still the best guide), and souse himself in Medievalism
in order to establish contact with a radiant modus of sensibility
almost as remote from us as Noh. He will discover a tumultuous
energy and a devotion to literature unparalleled (save possibly
by Ford Madox Ford) in our age.
It is perhaps only natural that the English speaking peoples,
in so far as they have any literary affections at all, should be
bardolators, and that they should be reluctant to accord the highest
honours to those who have not served the drama. Many critics
have felt that an apparent lack of interest in this direction was a
fatal limitation in Mr. Pound. The objection is quite pointless
of course ; two of the three greatest figures in all literature, Homer
and Dante, are similarly guilty. But in Pound’s case some of the
flurry of irrelevancies should be flattened by the appearance of his
Women o f Trachis. If there were any justice in the established
order of things this would be hailed as a tremendous event. No
one has succeeded in making Greek drama satisfactory in English ;
even two great poets, Yeats and Browning, failed abysmally.
Certainly nobody has succeeded in making a modem version which
was not awkward and dry biscuit. I believe that Mr. Pound has
“ done i t ”.
In characteristic fashion he has chosen the one play of Sophocles
which has puzzled critics and commentators. Nobody has known
quite how to place i t : some think it an early work, some late.
It is a strange story : Hercules’ wife, Deianeira, is anxiously
awaiting his return ; according to a cryptic prophecy Hercules’
labour and suffering are about to end ; but the allotted fifteen
months is up and Deianeira fears some harm has come to him.
Suddenly a herald appears to announce that Hercules is alive and
victorious; she is overjoyed — until she learns that among the
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captured slaves (the Trachiniae) there is one, Iole, with whom
Hercules is madly in love. Wishing to recapture his love Deianeira
sends him a ceremonial coat anointed with a love charm ; this
charm had been given Deianeira by the dying centaur Nessus
(who had tried to outrage her) with the promise that it would keep
Hercules’ love. Hercules wears the coat while sacrificing to the
Gods ; the charm, which is poison, begins to eat into his flesh ;
his father dying in agonies, Hercules’ son Hyllos rushes in anger
to his mother with the dreadful news. Deianeira goes to her room
and kills herself. The dying Hercules is then brought onto the
stage where, invoking the rule of filial obedience, he orders Hyllos
first to end his suffering by burning him alive on Mt. Oeta, and then
to marry the girl Iole.
The difficulty seems to be in discerning the central theme of the
play (if there is one). For a time one sees it as a dreadful result
of the deceit engendered by jealousy, but when Hercules appears
the emphasis is seen to be of an entirely different order.
Hercules at last understands the meaning of the prophecy. The
end of his labours means, not a comfortable life, but death, the
release from trouble. This revelation comes in the lines which
Pound renders as :
I thought it meant life in comfort.
It doesn’t. It means that I die.
For amid the dead there is no work in service.
Then comes taut oun epeide lampra sumbaine, tekon, which
one might clumsily translate as “ In this way, therefore, seeing
that, it brilliantly comes together, my son ”. All the other trans
lations I have seen duck this line, or else miss the point. Loeb
has, rather comically, “ Since, then, my weird thus plainly comes
to pass / : the Penguin gives “ Since all is patently to be fulfilled'” .
Pound makes i t :
Come at it that way, my boy, what
SPLENDOUR,
IT ALL COHERES.
Toil is the purpose of life, and when one is finished one dies, and
that rest is one’s reward. Goethe expressed himself similarly.
Pound says in a footnote that this is the key phrase, “ for which
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the play exists ” : certainly, nobody else seems to have seen it,
though it looks obvious now : it is a perfect example of Pound’s
ability to dig down right into a text.
It is tempting merely to quote long chunks of this version and
leave the poet to speak for himself: but a comparison between
several versions of the same passage will I think point up the matter
even further. This is how Loeb gives the opening of the first
chorus:
Child o f star-bespangled Night,
Born as she dies,
Laid to rest in a blaze o f light,
Tell me, Sun-God, O tell me, where
Tarries the child o f Alcmena fair;
which is bathetic and merry-go-round. Here it is in the new
Penguin version :
O Sun, whose birth makes pale the starry eyes
O f Night, thy mother; at whose bed
She watches when the fires burn low;
Great Lord o f Light, we ask to know
Where Heracles, Alcmena's son, now lies,
which is trivial and inaccurate. This is what it becomes in Mr.
Pound’s hands:
PHOEBUS, Phoebus, ere thou slay
and lay flaked night upon her blazing pyre,
Say, ere the last star-shimmer is run;
Where lies Alkmene’s son, apart from me ?
There are many such glittering passages and, what is almost more
remarkable, Pound can write verse to be acted. Deianeira is here
questioning the herald, Likhas :
THUNDER of God\ By the black vale o f Oeta,
don’t weasel to me.
And
besides
you're not going to tel! it to a bad woman,
or to one who doesn't know that men
just naturally don’t want the same thing all the time.
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Later, Deianeira is alone pondering the situation :
And y e t. . .
the two o f us,
M y husband', her new man, the new girl's man,
and she’s young.
And:
“ E'en from fond eyes, olde flowers are cast away."
And
it’s not nice for a woman to be too crotchety,
the ones with nice minds are not peevish.
And
may be there’s a way out.
Time and again, cadence and hiatus indicate the “ tone ” and
stress for the actor. Mr. Pound obviously has a stage production
vividly in mind : there are many stage directions and he indicates
the varying instrumental accompaniment wanted ; and it is clear
that some parts are to be sung. This beautiful strophe from
one of the choruses is marked clarinette, bassoon:
TWELVE moons passing,
night long, and day.
Exile, exile
Knowing never, to come? to stay?
Tears, tears, till grief
Hath wrecked her heart away,
Ere mad Mars should end him
his working day.
It is an unreckonable time since language of such ingenious
intonation, such pathos and such allusive beauty has been written
for the English speaking theatre. It is too much to expect that
Mr. Pound will now translate the rest of Sophocles’ plays, and
thus give them a new life in the theatre, but I register the hope.
Ezra Pound has won many “ green casques,” but when we
consider his recreations of Confucious, Li Po, the troubadours,
Noh, Cavalcanti and now Sophocles, is there anyone since Chaucer
who so richly deserves the title Le Grand Translateur ?
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OEUFS EN GELEE
by ROBIN ADAIR
ORTUNATELY even J. C. Squire can no longer write verses
about “ eggs is eggs and eggs is dear .. .
(If I have mis
quoted Sir John, I beg his pardon.) Those dreary days are quite
finished, and although I should like to write about egg dishes in
general, I must restrict myself to those almost ethereal creations —
Eggs in Jelly. In Aspic I will not call them. Oeufs en gelie, yes ;
but not that astonishing production dear to the hearts of so many —
alas, mostly departed — real English cooks, aspic. This belongs
to the same category — produced week after week, year upon year —
as those other formidable bulwarks, cornflour, thick custard,
upholstered brown gravy and the like. , A chacun sa virite wrote
Pirandello.
Unhappily, les oeufs en geUe would seem, in the mind of the
average English cook, to be the prerogative of grand and expensive
restaurants. Quite untrue. Even if we can no longer rise to
calves’ feet, there are some useful substitutes, ersatz, to which in
principle I usually object. Here is a formula for a lovely jelly
which, incidentally, could be used for many other things, fillets
of fish, shellfish, and for party wear the breasts of young chickens
— in other words for fish, flesh or fowl.
The jelly. Whether we are using calves’ feet, or the humble
pig’s trotter, the treatment is the same. Start by making a liquid —
chopped carrot, onion, leek ; a suspicion of garlic ; salt, pepper
corns and a generous bouquet of herbs, thyme, parsley, bay-leaf,
dill, fennel. Essential is tarragon, or tarragon vinegar. Cover
all with cold water, adding a tablespoonful of good wine vinegar —■
tarragon flavoured if necessary — also a glass of dry white wine.
Bring to the boil and simmer for about twenty minutes, when you
put in the calves’ or pigs’ feet. Cover, barely simmer for four or
five hours, skimming occasionally. If you happen to have some
tomato peelings and seeds, they can also go in.
Remove, strain and return to a clean saucepan, bringing this
sort of court-bouillon back to the boil. Test it, as one would for
a fruit jelly, by dropping a little into a saucer moistened with cold
water. If it jellifies you are safe; if not, add a little gelatine,
preferably of the old-fashioned sea-weed kind ; boil. Now beat
in the whites of two or three eggs, stiffly beaten. Boil fast for a
few minutes, strain again, with a strainer lined with muslin. The
jelly should be crystal clear and well flavoured ; you will have
tasted, of course, adding more seasoning if necessary. Put away
to cool, but not to set. Prepare the eggs, which may be poached
(by far the best for this purpose), mollets (soft boiled and whole,
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shelled), or halved hard-boiled ones, not so attractive. Place the
eggs, well dried, in little cocottes or rammekins, or in a large, fairly
fiat dish. Now decorate with whatever you choose ; small
amusingly cut bits of tomato, tiny asparagus tips, grated cheese
with a dash of lemon juice, thin strips of lean ham, very small
shrimps. Or simply with a criss-cross or tarragon leaves, or a
nasturtium flower hardly out of bud. Many other ideas for
variations on the theme will spring to the minds of all enthusiastic
cooks, professionals or amateurs. Finally begin to coat the eggs,
very carefully, do not pour the by now tepid liquid over, apply it
gently, a spoonful at a time, until all are covered. Put away,
first to cool, then to chill. These oeufs en gelie provide a delicious
luncheon or supper dish, or, on really hot evenings, a first course
at dinner, instead of cold soup.
Note. If feet or trotters are unobtainable, one simply increases
the amount of gelatine. But the jelly must be extremely well
seasoned and flavoured. Also, in the case of tomatoes, shrimps
or other shell fish, one might add a few drops of cochineal, to give
a delicate Marie Laurencin pink.

NEW BOOKS
Friends A part, by Philip Toynbee. MacGibbon and Kee, 12s. 6d.
In the nineteen twenties it was fashionable to attack modern
youth (the grandparents of today). Whenever news was scarce,
journalists filled up their paper with articles about short hair, long
hair, short skirts, outsize trousers — all, according to them, symbols
of decadence and immorality. Undergraduates outraged the older
generation by having their trousers made several inches wider
than had hitherto been thought modish for men, and this was
supposed to be the outward and visible sign of their unmanliness,
irresponsibility and laziness. What a contrast, said the journalists,
with their elder brothers and uncles who had fought in the war a
few years before.
Christian Scientists have a theory that to speak of illness, or of
pain, brings it about by “ making a reality ” of i t ; similarly,
believers in magic are careful not to mention undesirable phenomena
for fear of attracting them, of the word becoming flesh. Perhaps
these ideas are not so fanciful after all. Certain it is, that modern
youth in the thirties made a reality of the reputation which had been
given to the post-war generation ; though strangely enough they
were not much attacked for it, the newspapers were bored with the
subject by the time they arrived on the scene.
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Mr. Toynbee, in his memoir of two friends both of whom were
killed in the second World War, makes the period 1934-40 (so near
in time, so different in essence, to the fifties) live again. Friends
Apart is a text-book for parent-baiters ; but it was not only their
parents and respectable acquaintances who were exasperated by
the uninhibited anti-social behaviour of Mr. Toynbee and Esmond
Romilly. The highly disciplined Communist party, to which they
naturally turned in their revolt from bourgeois society, also failed
to make them conform and found them intractable material, useless:
for its own purposes. Perhaps they did not become Communists
because of any positive ideological agreement with Communist
political theory, but for the same reason that they stole dozens of
top hats from Eton boys while they were in chapel. He only does
it to annoy, because he knows it teases. . . .
Years have passed since then ; the Toynbee parents’ ugly
duckling has grown into a swan. He writes so well, remembers
so accurately, is so Rousseau-esque in his candour that his book
is, in its way, a minor work of art. The two friends are dead;
Esmond Romilly was only twenty-two when he was killed, Jasper
Ridley not much more. Who can say what would have become
of them, how they would have developed ? The child is father
to the man, and neither can be judged by the years of Sturm und
Drang which link them.
D.M.
The Hottile Sun, by Tom Stacey, Duckworth, 15s.
The most remarkable travel book to have been published in
the last few months is Mr. Tom Stacey’s The Hostile Sun.
Mr. Stacey has the two requisites for a good book ; he has
something interesting to write about, and he can write.
Notice how his trip on the sea in a Malay fishing-boat comes
magically alive : “ As I look out to sea with the white day growing
about me, the whole horizon of the water seemed swollen as if
it were about to give birth. This day was as rare as if it were the
first ever to rise, and it seemed to shudder as if it had unfolded
for the first time and were dazzled by its own light.”
The book consists mainly of the diary of fourteen days’ leave
in Malaya where Mr. Stacey was serving in the Guards. Driven
by a lively, intelligent curiosity — the instinct of the best type of
explorer — he set out to see the country with, it appears, little
initial idea where he was going beyond a vague hope of meeting
some aborigines. His assets were six pounds in Malayan currency,
a camera, a bottle of T.C.P. (“ My father has shares in it ”) and a
bumptious vitality that could, however, deepen into reverence.
He took with him a pencil and paper, and wrote a copious diary
each evening.
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In fifteen days, he not only succeeded in finding the shy, elusive,
semi-nomadic aborigines in their jungle, but won their confidence
to such an extent that he became a witness of their nocturnal dance
for the exorcism of ghosts—a ceremony that the group he visited
had not performed for two years when he met them, and that few
white men have ever seen.
Even without the aborigines and their dance, the book would
be interesting reading : Mr. Stacey’s gift for description of places
and people would ensure that, and the half of the book that is
devoted to his journey through Malaya to find the aborigines is
already very good. When he comes to the strange, appealing
little denizens of the jungle, almost unknown to the outside
world, his writing exerts a compelling fascination.
They are Temiar, a cross between two aboriginal races ; the
Senoi, thought to be related to the Australian aborigines, and the
Negritos, who resemble the pygmies of New Guinea. They have
no agriculture, but eat fruit when they can find it and shoot birds,
monkeys and rats with blowpipes. They live in primitive shelters
in clearings, and are usually hungry.
“ Up to three years ago, their life for two or three thousand years
had been unchanged and undisturbed by strangers. There had
not been sufficient mental stimulus for them to advance, but just
enough, probably, for them not to become retrograde. In the same
way that they are islanded in the jungle, they live in a little island
of time___ Even now that their life is endangered by alien
forces, they cannot grasp the prospect of change. It is difficult
to understand their habit of conviction that the present will always
be the same.” ■
Their world is ruled by the halak, or ghosts, of their ancestors,
who hang around their clearing, sometimes benevolent but usually
menacing. Occasionally they become re-incarnate as tigers. All
illness, food shortage or other misfortune is put down to their
anger. The Temiar placate their halak, chiefly, by holding threenight dancing ceremonies.
What with bullying on the part of the Chinese terrorists from
whom they had lately escaped, syphilis introduced some years
before by a stray rubber-tapper and the exhaustion of food in their
area, Mr. Stacey’s Temiar were having a bad time with their halak.
They had not, however, held a dancing ceremony for two years,
partly it seems out of apathy, but partly because there was not
enough food. For the halak take it as an insult if a dancing
ceremony is held without a feast to demonstrate how well the people
are being looked after by the halak. This Mr. Stacey provided
by fetching twenty gallons of rice ; the dance was his reward.
He describes it minutely, brilliantly': on the third night, exalted
perhaps partly by the dysentery he had just caught, he seems to
have entered into the trance-like state of the aborigines, to have
become, for that night, one of them. And he succeeds in imparting
the fascination of these timeless people dancing to their timeless
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ghosts. They understand the halak which cluster round their
clearing : and they have more in common with them than with
our world and dynamic of change.
Mr. Stacey makes us feel the peculiar pathos of his Temiar’s
existence : forces from outside are destroying them which they
are unfitted by millenia of adaptation to a stable environment
to understand. They are incapable of surprise : if something
has happened it must always have happened. Decimated by
syphilis and disturbed by terrorists the groups die out one after the
other, noticing only that the halak are being difficult this year.
Mr. Stacey compares the tragedy of the Temiar with our own
megalopolitan tragedy : “ These people of the jungle and those
of the limitless city are both so very fragile, the city folk in the
hands of their machines, and jungle people in the hands of all
about them.” He contrasts both with the life of the Malays whose
beauty is “ true and unselfconscious ” because they have mastered
their environment enough to live in reasonable prosperity yet
have not become ensnared in a new unease of their own creation.
This is an interesting idea, and one which should excite serious
discussion. Are city and jungle alike touched by death ?
J.G.

The Weapon Makers, A. E. Van Vogt, Weidenfeld and Nicolson,
9s. 6d.
My Life in the Bush o f Ghosts, Amos Tutuola (Foreword by Rev.
Geoffrey Parrinder, D.D., Ph.D.), Faber and Faber, 12s. 6d.
The Last Barricade, Mervyn Jones, Jonathan Cape, 12s. 6d.
None of these books is brand-new, but each is, in its own way,
of importance for anyone interested in an independent EuroAfrican society.
'
One is by an anarcho-syndicalist, whose American nationality
is; for once, irrelevant to his theme ; one is by an educated African
who has managed to keep his head — an unusual occurrence in
itself ; and the third, published last December, is a brilliant, though
wholly unconscious, exposition of the reasons for the Liberal failure
to grasp the point of pre-war Fascism.
The Weapon Makers is a good example of the better kind of
science fiction, written with an ethical and moral purpose while
keeping all the thrills of its cruder brothers-in-arms. It is about
a weapon — an atomic gun — which could be used in self-defence
only ; the independent and self-reliant outlook developed by the
general use of such a weapon, and political balance made possible
by an agreement of mutual non-interference between the govern
ment and the libertarian committee of weapon-makers who alone
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have the right to produce and sell such weapons. The fact that
the government in the book is an hereditary personal autocracy
should open up fascinating possibilities. Unfortunately, Mr. Van
Vogt defeats his own ends, because he knows neither what a dictator
really is nor what would be the characteristics of an enlightened
hereditary ruler such as he imagines his heroine to be, and
because to him it is axiomatic that any sort of power must
corrupt, even the limited function of his Weapon Shops. To
cure his non-existent problem he resorts to two separate
Dei ex machina, and lets what might have been an analysis of
liberty and authority degenerate into bathos, with an immortal
observer and a lot of super-spiders with benevolent intentions.
M y Life in the Bush o f Ghosts is a curious book. It is written
in a childlike,' but by no means childish, English by a Nigerian
negro, purporting to relate in the first person the adventures and
misfortunes of a small boy of eleven when he went “ underground ”
in the spirit-haunted, devil-ridden bush during a tribal war,
presumably in pre-European days but perhaps not, because the
ghosts he encounters use television and cosmetics with equaminity.
Mr. Tutuola’s European-mission education has made him violently
hostile to the powerful secret societies which control the hinterland,
as we may call the interior, in the absence of white authority.
This is what the book is really about, and although it has more
than a touch of humour in its juxtaposition of modern science and
ancient magic, there is more irony than humour in the descriptions
of the old gods lurking round the bend of the road, and the helpless
ness of the intelligent native before them — particularly, one
guesses, in the face of white stupidity and scepticism. The book is
beautiful, but difficult going unless one suspends all accepted
Western conventions and tries to “ think African.”
Did Mr. Mervyn Jones realise when he had finished The Last
Barricade that in his exiled president Acarin he had drawn a precise
portrait, I will not say of Peron or Franco, but certainly of the
Philippine Agurinaldo or Rhee of Korea ? It is highly improbable,
but it is hard for anyone who has really read the policy of the
first two not to be puzzled by the likeness. The fundamental
reason for this typical confusion between opposites in democratic
writers, is their refusal to read about the other side. Even Gomez
in Venezuela would have been a more suitable model for Mr.
Jones’s Marshal Tannoy than Franco-Peron, the asserted models.
The book contains admirably scathing sketches of the British
bourgeoisie face to face with the enigma of fanatical foreigners.
Cooper, the Labour M.P., makes a lovely foil, if one forgets
who Acarin is supposed to be. How good The Last Barricade would
have been if Mr. Jones had just bothered to find out why dictators
are kept in power so long. He didn’t. They never do.
MILES KIRK.
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THRENOS
FOR T. E. LAWRNECE.

I.

by HENRY WILLIAMSON
Beauty, truth, and rarity,
Grace in all simplicity,
Here enclosed in cinders lie.
Death is now the phoenix’ n e s t:
And the turtle’s loyal breast
To eternity doth rest,
Leaving no posterity :
’Twas not their infirmity,
It was married chastity.
Truth may seem, but cannot be ;
Beauty brag, but ’tis not she ;
Truth and beauty buried be.
To this urn let those repair
That are either true or fair ;
For these dead birds sigh a prayer.
Shakespeare.
N ONE of the summers just after the war I had a letter from a
young poet who was coming, he said, to England in order to
meet three writers whose work he had long admired : Richard
Aldington, Roy Campbell, and myself. At that time I was some
what exhausted after prolonged attempts to farm, understaffed,
the Old Hall Farm at Stiffkey in Norfolk, through a war which
had divided my mind into two opposing sides. For this I had
only myself to blam e: for some time past I had developed a
habit of seeing, for the purposes of novel writing, a contrary view,
simultaneously to my own view. To see at the same time the views
of protagonist and antagonist and to oppose them in balance is
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one thing in the study ; it is another thing to face a war with this
dual attitude, additionally aggravated by a powerful impulse to
reconcile and even to mediate. T. E. Lawrence writes somewhere,
from experience, that such a way lies near to madness. I knew it :
and in the summer of 1945 only just survived a crack-up.
In this I was of course not alone ; such a mental state, in varying
degrees, was common throughout Europe. As for the aftermath
of the war, there is the ancient Chinese proverb — “ He who slays
the dragon, and partakes of it, becomes in turn the dragon ”.
The visitor turned out to be all right, once known.
After we had done some scrambling down West Country cliffs
to bathe in phosphoric seas after the closing of pubs, we were firm
friends. Before he returned to London, he suggested that we go
to the South of France together and call on Richard Aldington.
My writing prevented me from thinking of such a journey at the
time, so the Antipodean poet made the pilgrimage alone to the
admired author of Death o f a Hero. And, in the course of time,
from Le Lavandou in Var I received a letter telling me to come
whenever I could, and that Aldington would be glad to meet me.
He was, wrote our mutual friend, doing a book on
D. H. Lawrence, who was incidentally the writer the most
admired by ‘ T. E. Lawrence,’ of whom I had often spoken in
Devon. I simply must make the journey in my motor car, declared
the enthusiastic young poet
Eventually it was possible ; and with my wife I set off for Dover,
everything arranged by the A.A. We went by ferry to Calais,
then a serrated horizon, and through ruined streets to Arras of
1917 m em ory; and so through Cambrai, Rheims, Dijon,
and the valley of the Rhone to the sea.
At Le Lavandou flowers were in bloom, nightingales sang in
tall reeds swaying by mica-sandy shores, and in savage-looking
valleys behind the C6te d’Azur. We stayed in an auberge near
the Aldingtons, where, in the hot sun of April was domiciled the
young lion from the Antipodes : golden beard matching hair like
Rupert Brooke’s. In this element his enthusiasm for ourselves was
only equalled by that for various distillations of flowers and fruits
of the Mediterranean sea-board, a continuous share in which I
hastily declined, pleading a feeble liver.
It was all such fun, after the restriction and dark of war, to
find again the sun, to learn anew that the feeling of poor age is not
the feeling o f good health: buoyant blue waters, green lizards,
'
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fishermen in high-prowed boats, Chopin from amplified gramophone
records at nights under the moon above the vine-hung arbour
of Les Sables d ’Or, while the patron waved arms and paced around
the furniture, rapt in his own magnanimity from which flowed the
harmonies of the universe, his moonlit eyes large with tears of
sensibility in perfect amity with his two guests of the off-season
at a reduced rate in a ground-floor bedroom facing north, a perfect
musical amity confirmed by hand-claps at midnights while rossignols
sang away on the spectral hillsides ; and at one a.m., when all
was silent, only the sad and faraway honk of a tree-frog, obsessed
by ideas of immortality, coming through the dark, we all
went to bed.
I cannot remember a happier holiday. It may have been the
food, the swimming, the sun, the prospect of a new life after the
mortifications of the p a s t; but, for me, it was a holiday without
flaw. Aldington, in the Villa Aucassin, was the kindest of hosts.
I recall several informal parties for music, wine, and conversation.
I remember, among a hundred things, the dry champagne sipped
with strawberries while nightingales sang in the bushes, and his
small daughter provided a cabaret with song and dance. I should
explain here that the Australian poet had already been of immense
help to Aldington : a most unusual ‘ fan,’ prepared more to give
than to receive. Not only had he arranged new contracts and
suggested various markets, taken on correspondence, etc., but
order had been made out of what was the usual creative writer’s
mass of papers, letters, etc., after the displacement of war.
Aldington I found to be a retiring man, whose attitude in some
things was still that of the ‘ lost generation ’ of the ’twenties. The
most imaginative minority of front-line survivors of the war of
’14-18, those infantrymen who had been young in the crater-zones,
seldom returned home with the ideas of departure. They* stammered
about a new world,’ and found that the old world was param ount;
they retired into themselves, some to become rebels, iron-fronted,
violent, anti-social; others to be recluses. The outstanding
surviving British writers of that time were Siegfried Sassoon,
Robert Graves, Richard Aldington, Edmund Blunden, and an
“ honorary front-line soldier,” D. H. Lawrence. Then there was
*T. E. Lawrence,’ a special case. There were others of different
capacity, but these, among writers, were the outstanding ones.
Living in England modified, in time, these attitudes ; but living
abroad, the attitude was, as it were, preserved in pickle. Aldington,
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having been abroad most of his time since the Armistice (after a
year or two in North Devon) had retained, it seemed to me in 1949,
some of the despair, or bitterness of the ’twenties. However, it
was not obviously apparent; for the perfect host never obtruded
his views upon his guests.
To go back in time for another m om ent: the bitterness of the
‘ lost generation ’ took various forms. Some went into politics,
where they found the ‘ Hard-faced Parliament ’ to be the same
villain-spirit of European-youth’s infantry war, a continuing mani
festation of the warm-bed-sleeping civilian mind en masse. Le bloc
— the time-lag — money — over-fat corpulency : opposed to burn
ing idealism, a ‘ land fit for heroes,’ the flare of the unquenchable
phoenix of truth. From this feeling of resurrection, of resurgence,
of the flare of the phoenix sprang various attempts to alter the
materialistic mind of Europe which culminated in the second war.
In that fire the Phoenix Impulse of the Crater Zones was burned
out. Or is this the sentimental, Wagnerian conception of youth
in the trenches thinking bitterly of old men in clubs ? Right or
wrong, muddled or half-baked, it was how I felt it, living alone in
my hut between Exmoor and the North Atlantic.
By 1949, speaking for myself, my thought had taken a turn away
from the agonised meditation between the wars, into that of personal
effect-and-cause. The great majority of the survivors of the craterzones of 1914-18 had long ago settled down, made fortunes, dis
tinguished themselves in ways great, medium, or small. Was this
because they always had been settled within themselves ? Because
they had been well-based as small children, secure in paternal or
family warmth and therefore unspoiled in the true sense of the
word ? Were such men never ‘ lost’ ?
Happiness is made or lost in the home circle in the first seven
years ; so the ex-happy boys who were soldiers in 1914-18 were
never fanatical, never impelled to find release of demoniac or writhen
energy in trying to create a world nearer to the (broken) heart’s
desire. Was this the truth ? I had suspected it to be the truth
ever since about 1928, while writing a novel called The Pathway.
And yet — the glaring prejudices of the unimaginative ! Was
there no better way to live, than by chronic periodic European
war ? What really made a man into (at times) a screaming fanatic
like D. H. Lawrence, to look no further than England ? Why
did D.H.L. scream ? Exhaustion ? Of course. What caused
the exhaustion ? The clash between overwork (impelled by
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demoniac energy) and the further liberation of tension by sexual
*conquest,’ or self-assertion ? What was the physiological truth ?
Let me be only a writer of observed things, I said to myself.
By avoiding argument, by a mutual refusal of release upon one
another of our main mental thoughts or feelings, Aldington and
I got on without mutual irritation. We were impersonal, as it
were. For myself, I enjoyed listening to what seemed to me to
be a master of — Natural History. Flowers, birds, reptiles, insects,
country ways — both in Europe and North America — what
wonderful books he could write ! What a vast knowledge ! My
own knowledge of such things was small, and confined to a limited
area almost of one county of England ; and this knowledge was, .
as it were, only a very small part of myself. I could not help
wishing that Richard Aldington would write about what he told me.
From this meeting, and another the following year, came a literary
friendship, a sort of pen-pal amity, which I found, and continue
to find, exhilarating. Alas, circumstances were such that after
1950 I could go no more to France, I was committed to a work,
after the raising of a family, which I had ruminated since 1919 — a
series of novels having the Pheonix Impulse for theme. I write
the word Alas in more than one sense : because with every letter
from Le Lavandou, and later from Montpellier, my perplexities
grew with what I was told about the ‘ T. E. Lawrence ’ biography.
As more and more details of that perplexing life were found,
checked, and cross-checked, it seemed that T.E. was — well, the
book is to be published this Summer and so I will say no more now,
except to add that I have read neither mss. nor p ro o f: but I do
know, from what he wrote to me again, and again, that Aldington
for a long time simply did not know how to treat the material.
In the end, he declared, he would have to put down the facts, and
the findings, and let them speak for themselves.
But this I will declare now : Even if the much-publicised (by
others) and mortifying (to ‘ T.E.’) Arabian Adventure turns out
to be moonshine or mirage, it will make no difference to my feeling '
about ‘ T.E.’ himself, as I knew him and perceived what he truly
was, a wonderful man.
I wrote in 1936, not long after his death, an account of our aloof
friendship. It began in 1928, by correspondence.
“ I like these fellows (the R.A.F. at Waziristan),” he wrote,
“ enormously. We are really the same kind of creature or would
have been if I’d had a natural life, and not a mort of extravagant
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experience — and the nearer I can creep back towards them, the
safer I feel. They give one a root in the ground___
“ The Arab business was a freak in my living ; and if I did
the wonders they ascribe to me, then, it was wholly by accident,
for in normal times I ’m plumb ordinary. I don’t believe the
yarns they tell. Only it seems conceited to refuse to accept
public opinion about oneself.”
I knew how energy was lost by being with people whose minds were
made up of ‘ public opinion ’. That ghastly, white-sepulchral
opinion ! Death to the artist, if he did not escape ! I knew
what he had been through : for in those days, of the decade after
the Armistice, it was a continual struggle for me to be myself.
Relations and acquaintances had almost persuaded me into
believing that I was wrong, warped, morbid, neurotic, etc. ‘ Your
so-called writing is merely an excuse for being idle,’ my father had
declared in 1921, when forbidding me to enter his house ever again.
(It was later that I developed sympathy for my father, who, himself
a sensitive, had been exhausted by the frustration inherent in his
life : and who had been badly shaken by a bomb-explosion in
the last year of the Great War ; whose semi-inarticulate son, for
months after the Armistice, had not only shown no desire to do
any *real ’ work, but frequently returned home drunk, but only
once disorderly.) So conversation between us was either stammered,
halting, or delivered as a monologue of explosive intensity. When
we met again my father said, “ You were doing no good at home,
so I had to turn you out to help put you on your own feet, my boy ” .
To which the reply, “ It was the best thing you ever did, sir ” .
Shortly after that turning-out, I was living in a remote part of
the West Country, on a disability pension (forty per cent), bearded
(symbol of the New Life), abstemious, walking twelve miles a day
minimum, and eventually publishing a book of which one good
lady said, “ Well, if I had not known you, I certainly would not
have read i t ; but you know better now, don’t you ?
There
were variations of this criticism : and on the rare occasions when
I foundmyself in certain people’s housesloften heardmyself suddenly
inventing, in order to end a period of uneasiness which my presence
had generated, statements of a startling and diversionary nature.
Those sudden spurts of invention were, and are, and probably
will be called by the biographical mind, lies. Some turned out
to be prophetic, let me hasten to add, in extenuation 1 They were
made a year or two ahead of their materialisation. One was that
Galsworthy had written to me about my books, then it was Hardy ;
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then Arnold Bennett had telegraphed asking me to dine with him ;
and most frightful of all, a whopper that no less a person than
Lawrence of Arabia had written to me ! After this, a declaration
that I had won the Hawthomden Prize for a book on the otter
(which was not then written) was — well, received in silence. Some
of the shots went wide, and may be (I hope not) hanging over my
head in time-space — such as having fallen off Bideford Bridge
(then, in 1923, being widened) at midnight on my racing motor
cycle, which had sunk out of sight into a bank of sand. Such were
by-products of my imaginato-social life or existence 1921-1924.
When I recorded these taradiddles with other humiliating episodes
in The Sun in the Sands, Mr. J. D. Beresford, to whom I sent a
copy, justly but joltingly replied, You have now publicly confessed
yourself to be a liar.
In 1928 Lawrence of Arabia did write to me, and I opened the
letter in a kind of dream. It was a very long letter about Tarka.
I replied at once, and he wrote again, saying,
“ Had I known you were so established a writer I’d never have
had the cheek to write down my ’prentice ideas about the book.
By the care and passion of the text I’d assumed you were a
beginner, half in love with his first effort, and probably now
heart-broken at its failure to come anywhere near the perfection
dreamt o f : I’ll never forget the despair with which I read my
Seven Pillars in 1923, after forgetting it for two years. It was
incredibly unlike what I’d thought my talents (of which I’d had
too good an opinion) would bring forth, that I then and there
swore I’d never try again. If there’d been any redeemable
feature. . . but the whole thing was unwholesome.
“ Back to Tarka : the worst thing about the war-generation
of introspects is that they can’t keep off their blooming selves.
As you saw, I’m glad to say, by the length and elaboration of
my remarks, the book did move me, and gratify me, profoundly.
? It was the real stuff. I shouldn’t, if I were you, attempt to re-do
i t ; the non-successes, the gritty stuff, of real people, are
altogether topping as examples of how things come and grow ;
it’s like sculpture : the brokenness of the Venus de Milo is the
main virtue of that sentimental but very lovely work. I like best
of all the books in which fallible men have burst themselves
trying to be better than they can be. Tarka, to anyone who’s
tried to write, is a technical delight, all the more perfect for being
imperfect, here and there___
“ Do you notice how the writers who are very widely sold
are so often careless writers ? Dickens, I’m thinking of, and
Tolstoi, and Balzac : though Balzac rewrote all his novels in
proof, but he wasn’t thinking about their form, so much as the
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forms of the characters in them, I wish I could think clearly
about all the writers of the world, and see if it’s more than blind
chance which makes one seem good and another bad : if only
there was an absolute somewhere : the final standard by which
everything could be measured. At present we have ever so
many surveys of literature : but they aren’t so much surveys
as sentimental journeys across it. For a survey you must have
a measured base : and instead of that we have just opinions
and opinions.. . .
“ ----- You say The Pathway is unhappy stuff. Well, so is
all my .writing. Let not us impotents be shy of our impotence,
behind the licked envelopes of letters.”
Shortly after this the Hawthornden Prize was given to Tarka,
and life for me began to change. Even so, the truth as I saw and
tried to utter it seemed as exceptionable as all my previous state
ments, fictitious or otherwise. People seemed to live in all sorts
of shells, coverings, and crannies : away from the plain open sky.
Or was the pretension or warp in myself ?
“ They have posted me to Plymouth : so if ever the frost
breaks (B rrr. . . Ughhh) a motor-bike will disturb Skirr Cottage.
A horrible bike : but so beautiful in its owner’s eyes and h e a rt!
It will be comic, our meeting : I am icy cold, and very English,
and correct. Sober as judges used to be. However, all the
more reason for meeting a wild man. At least your reputation
won’t scare me off. A bas all the Hawthorndens. Hawthorn,
forsooth ! Den, forsooth !
It will not be for a while. A new camp takes learning :
especially for me, who am always uneasy with a new crowd.”
It was now February 1929. (He was spending a few days’ leave
in London at the house in Westminster where he had written part
of Seven Pillars o f Wisdom, soon after the war, when sometimes
he had worked all night, living in an attic room lent by a friend
and prowling about the streets of London at all hours, burning away
present life for the recreation of scenes and turmoils in the mental
glare o f ancient Arabian sunlight. Taking fertility out of himself,
and putting nothing back, to adapt a fanning metaphor. It was
not so much the physical action during the. war that exhausted
him, but the several intensive writings and re-writings of his book :
the prolonged unnatural excitation and insufficient food. For while
after the physical action in Arabia his life was empty, after the
imaginative action his mind Was empty — nothing to do, nothing
to hope for. Except to be left alone, forgotten, his ambition to
be doing happy-easy things every day, eating and sleeping, the
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squirrel cage of the brain at rest.)
“ I am waiting for long evenings and warmer days, to come
and see yon. Life is very long, and I like to stick very close to
a new camp, at first, learning it.”
It was April 1929. I had not written to him meanwhile, lest
a letter seem to be implying demands on him.
May passed, and midsummer day in June, the days growing
shorter, the hay cut in my hilltop field ; and then a letter in the
familiar black Indian ink. Being reluctant to read it, I asked my
wife to open the envelope, which she did carefully, with a knitting
needle.
“ Any chance of your being at Skirr Cottage on Sunday next,
30th June ? Apparently I am to be free that day (free days are
like rubies to me, now) and if it happened to be fine I might
dash across, arriving before or about noon, and leaving after
noon.”
(July the First, anniversary of the opening battle of the Somme,
' A Real British Victory at Last ’ had cried the London papers.
Sixty thousand British casualties and nearly all the rest back in
the old front line before midday, says history.) On 2nd July 1929
a letter.
“ If it rained at your end as it did here, all yesterday, then
this letter isn’t needed to explain my defection. Only if the
sun shone brilliantly, and your hay is made, I must apologise.
It was quite impossible for pleasure riding. I can ride (at 30)
on a wet road ; but that’s transport, no sport. Riding gets
pleasant in the 40-50 range.
Yours, .
T.E.S.”
“ Not next week, I think, nor the next. They should give one
another try when the chosen Sunday is dud.
T.E.S.”
I wrote and asked him if he would be going to the R. A.F. display
at Hendon, saying also that I was going, during the same visit to
London to the award of the Hawthornden Prize for that year. It
was to be given to Siegfried Sassoon for his Memoirs o f a Foxhunting
Man. I offered to take T.E. to the R.A.F. show in my car, but he
replied that it would not be fast enough to get him there and back.
“ Noon Sat. to midnight Sunday is so short a week-end, but
it is all We get, without special permission, and the seeking that
sticks in my throat. . . if you see Sassoon to speak to, tell him
that his book (novel) pleased me : but I’d lose it all for his
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worst poem.
“ All Quiet is the screaming of a feeble man. It will not last
as long as Tarka, except as a document. Do not distress yourself
about “ lasting ” : not even our bones do that, except moment
arily. I think that to last is only to be in doubt longer.”
A postscript said he would try and reach the village on 28th July,
if I would be there.
In the evening of 27th July the dulcet tones of the B.B.O. foretold
a deep depression approaching Ireland and our South-West Coast
from the Atlantic. Towards midnight the rain began to drive
against the southern window of the writing room, and I went to
bed saying to myself that he would not come. In the morning
it was. still raining, and I thought of the eighty-mile journey from
Plymouth across Dartmoor in a mist of driving rain, and the narrow
twisting roads and lanes, many of them untarred, grey slippery
surfaces. It rained and it rained (‘ like aught out of a sieve ’ as
the farmer opposite declared), and I sat in the little built-on room,
rewriting while a branch of the apple tree outside knocked a bunch
of hard green apples on the sheet-iron roof. The clock in the
church tower a gunshot away (sometimes in boredom I used to
fire through the writing-room window at the weathercock, just out
of damage range) struck twelve times. I got up and looked out
of the window and saw below a red face under a peaked blue uniform
cap, intensely blue eyes, short body enclosed in glistening black
astride a large nickel-plated motor-cycle slowing in the lane outside.
As the bike stopped a rubber foot was put on the ground and the
cap peak pushed up slightly. After a swift mutual grin I opened
the garden door and ran down the steps. He pulled the Brough
on its stand.
“ Hullo.”
“ Hullo. I had to come. I found myself developing a complex
about it.”
• “ So was I. Will you put the bike in the shed ? ”
• “ No, thanks, I must leave a t half-past one.”
“ You shall. That’s a fine storm su it”
“ It was designed for mine-sweeping during the war — no longer
made.”
He padded into the cottage. His eyes and head moved with
noticeable quickness. He was instantly alert to what one said,
he reacted to every movement. He knew what one was going to
say before it was said. His reflexes were extraordinarily quick and
»
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sensitive : quicksilver. He did not appear to be a man ; he was
more like a boy, but without a boy’s lack of freedom. Was he
tall, was he short ? It was not noticeable. This was not due to
having lost my head ; rather, I had found my head — firm on my
shoulders. But at the time I did not have these thoughts or rather
reflections: I formulated them later. All I felt at the moment
was that, for the first time in my life, I was becoming real and
strong. Usually I was an eye-averting, stammering, exaggerating
eccentric ; now I was my true, firm self.
Does all this seem too analytical, too highbrow-introspective ?
It was as though I had cast my slough on him, and emerged a cool,
poised fellow. For this brassy headed youth seemed to have assumed
my other self: that self’s too-soft voice, shyness, hypersensibility.
Led through the dark and damp and rotting rhomboid called the
larder (the cottage was under the side of a hill, without dampcourses in the walls, and was chill and gloomy even at midsummer),
and through the white-washed prison-cell-like kitchen, he bobbed
and bowed and nodded to our sixteen-year-old maid, who with
a shy grin half got up, murmuring “ How d’you do,” and the figure
encased in glistening black rubber murmured “ How d’you do ”
for the second time, and after several quick glances of blue eyes
and indecisive turns of yellow-haired head the black figure padded
swiftly, glidingly, into the cavernous wash-house, hung with spider
webs on peeling damp walls, and accepted help, with many thanks,
in the pulling off of the minesweeping suit. Then I worked the
handle of the suction pump, and asked him if he would like to
wash. “ No, thanks. Yes, I will. Thanks. Your own well ? ”
“ Yes.” He washed rapidly. “ Towel behind the door.” H e set
it smooth on the rail after use. On nailed issue-boots he clattered
in swiftly, and after trying to wipe those boots (they were dry and
polished as though for kit-inspection) on the wire mat, moved into
the dim sitting-room.
My three-and-a-half-year-old son came to look at him, holding
spade in one hand and bucket in the other. In the bucket were
apples the child had laboriously collected from wash-house, book
shelf, and window ledge. I did not need to explain the joke to the
visitor, for he had perceived it in the time of the turn of my glance
from the boy’s face to his own. So no words were used, only smiles
and nods, and a delicate touch, as in blessing, on the little boy’s
head. Loetitia came into the room, rich colour in her cheeks as

usual when people came to the cottage. She was not shy, it was
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just her nature ; simple, never critical, always natural. We spoke
together for a few minutes in a flow of happiness while the visitor
told us that he had left Plymouth shortly before nine, the journey
taking three hours, raining all the time. I asked if he would like
to see the writing-room, and led the way upstairs, and through
the bedroom and by the minute verandah to the annex built by a
recent owner, a cobbler who had killed the village policeman (who
had nagged him for months) with a single blow of a billhook : and
had died the night before he was to be hanged.
This little tin-roofed shed, the writing-room, had one arm-chair,
a William Morris type bought second-hand after use in an officers’
mess during the war. The guest recognized its origin instantly,
taking the thought from behind my eyes. He sat still in the chair,
hands in lap, only the muscles of his eyes and mouth moving for
the next three-quarters of an hour. I sat on the log-box, crudely
made of American oak, my first grown-up attempt at carpentry,
and we talked. Only once during that time did our eyes m eet;
his unscrewing themselves, as it were, in a struggle of reluctance
against determination to meet my freer, .offered glance. Otherwise
I did not look at him at all, being fully aware of him with my entire
body.
If this account seems meticulous and over-elaborated, it is because
of a desire to recreate the past, to make it live again as fully as
the limitation of words allows.
T.E. : “ Have you had any Americans calling yet to see the
greatest living descriptive prose writer in English ? ”
This was slightly startling ; I didn’t know what to make of.it,
except to be amiably reticent, non-committal.
“ You will. And to the first fifty or so you’ll look very modest
and droopingly acquiescent, and you’ll murmur a mixture of thanks
and self-deprecation : and to the fifty-first you’ll probably say
‘ Balls ’. That’s the only way to keep a sense of self-criticism.
If you don’t, you’ll become like Bernard Shaw, believing only the
nice things said about you : and then you’ll have to imitate your
self in order to do anything at all : and the critics will say you’re
a classic.”
H.W. : “ When you said in. your letter that Remarque’s All
Quiet was-the ‘ screaming of a feeble man,’ I immediately thought
‘ That’s Williamson, to o ’. I liked the book very much until
half-way, when it seemed to me that the author had never been in
a battle. The battle scenes seem to be descriptions from seeing a
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war-film ; also they have the tension of imagined dread, of non
experience.”
T.E. : “ I liked it, too, the first fifty pages. But it loses because
of its abandoned subjectivity. It’s post-war nostalgia shoved into
the war period. Ye-es, it has the tension of imagined dread. He
was too young to know how to write objectively. The Germans
suffered more than we did. Especially their youth in 1918, ill-fed,
fathers and brothers dead. There’ll come a strong reaction against
the spirit of All Quiet very soon now, I suppose. They’re due for
a strong man of a new, modern, quick type.”
H.W. : “ Perhaps the only really strong men are the weak men,
self-built from complete awareness of themselves.”
T.E. : “ Strong men certainly are rare.”
I could not help i t ; I began to laugh. He began to laugh too,
a sort of reserved laughter. Were we thinking the same thought,
how we were both “ doing our stuff ” ? Outside it rained steadily.
The Brough Superior motor-cycle, nickel-plated, gleamed below
the window.
H.W. : “ I used to have a motor-bike — a Norton — beltdriven, no gears, long and light, less than hundredweight — it
would do seventy, dangerously, liable to speed-wobble. Open
exhaust, loud noise, swank. The roads Were bad in those days,
red. dust in summer, red mud in winter. It used to stand beside
my bed, in that old cottage over there, below the church, owls
in the roof. I used to travel about with a spaniel sitting on the
tank between my arms, and a pied cat hanging on to my neck.
They used to love it. Yours must be frightfully fast.”
T.E. : “ I broke the speedometer once : it clicked, then it
rattled, then shrieked itself to death. About a hundred and three,
I think. Between Salisbury and Winchester. The bike rock
steady. I love i t ! ”
■ H .W .: “ One day, soon after the Armistice, when at the Rest
Camp on the Folkestone Lees, I and the Officers’ Mess Sergeant,
who rode a Douglas, composed a fake telegram to the Press Associa
tion in London about a race just after dawn on the Ashford-Folkestone road. I was the winner at seventy-seven miles per hour, he
was second at sixty-five, and a mythical S. Mercier third. They
printed it on the front page. I was authentically thrilled. I used
to invent all sorts of things like that, too much imagination in riot.
I console myself by thinking Shelley used to do the same sort of
thing — many other famous men, to o /I suspect.”
.
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T.E. (laughing, revealing many gold fillings in teeth — dental
decay being a sign perhaps of past physical exhaustion — and
giving quick glance, as though it had occurred to him that H.W.
might have in mind the origin of his own legendary visit to Damascus
in 1917) : “ If one knows, and admits, the truth about oneself,
every man will find his own portrait, or experience, in the
revelation. The danger is not knowing where to stop.” (A light
frown, and the current diverted.) “ I think a writer should make
readers rather than find them through self-identification. Objective
writing lasts, for it’s readable all the time and in any age.”
Conversation thereafter was so easy and stimulating that nothing
further of it remained in my mind.
At one o’clock I asked him if he would like to eat, A plan to
approach the question of food had been made, something like this :
“ The tomatoes and lettuces are my own growing, on a foundation
of sand and seaweed, and I can recommend the Atlantic flavour ”.
What I actually said was, “ Let’s come and eat — your sort of
food is our sort, too
It was a happy meal. The little boy, after taking his fill, went
and stood near the guest; the two had made natural contact,
but the guest had spoken no word to the child. The guest had no
pose, no attitude, no reserve ; he was alert and smiling, always
gently laughing ; one knew he was all through as he was on the
surface. The effect was shihingness, a radiation. He was natural;
he thought with his whole being. Could he be over forty years of
age ? Even the old spaniel and the pied cat sat by his chair ;
and they weren’t cadging food, either. When he had gone — and
somehow he was gone, a blank feeling left in life — I asked my
wife how old she thought he was. “ Goodness, I don’t know !
He was no age at all.” “ Did you like him ? ” “ Very much."
“ Would you say he was charming ? ” “ Charming ? No, that’s
not the word. Gracious 7 No, that’s not the word either. I
can’t explain what I feel.” Nor could I. He was laughter, pure,
sweet laughter.
On 23rd August, of that year, 1929, he wrote he was working
on the Schneider Trophy Committee. We were preparing to leave
the little old dark cottage and go to a thatched house in a valley
just off the moor by a ford in a trout stream. Shallowford was
the name o f the place, with a garden full of old cottage flowers ;
sweet-william, phlox, stock, wallflower, poppy, marigold, and
Michaelmas daisy. Thither migration was made in October ;
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wife, boy, new baby, old spaniel, and author. Alas, the pied
motor-biking cat was no more. She had picked up rat-poison
somewhere in the village, and lay buried under the “ sheep’s-noso ”
apple tree.
“ It was very pleasant to see you, and Mrs. Williamson : and
the lad ! I’m always a bit sorry for children. We’ve had a hell
of a bad time : so’Il they, I suppose. Among my one thousand
and one leave plans is a night or two with you in your new place :
don’t be alarmed. I can sleep on the doorstep, and your food
is luxury itself, after the R.A.F. In forty-eight hours we could
tear to pieces all contemporary books, and begin English literature
with a clean sheet!
“ In this camp one is always on duty : and I want to be able
to look at and listen to trees and running water, at my leisure,
with no whistles or parades to keep on interrupting.”
In the new valley rain fell every day for three months and there
was nothing to do except walk alone by the swollen river or sit
indoors in the writing-room staring at trees on the hill-side swaying
in the gales. My wife sat in the day nursery downstairs, happily
sewing, reading one or another of the English magazines with their
stories unrelated to life, with their dwindling circulations. During
the past year several books had got themselves written somehow.
In a fortnight Dandelion Days, an autobiographically-based novel
of school life just before the war, had been completely re-written,
working night and day. (I remember telling Edward Garnett this,
and his reply in a Soho restaurant at a table where many writers
were sitting, “ In a fortnight? It can’t be any good, th en .”)
It did not occur to me, as a mere biological fact, until later, that
my world was futility and hopelessness because I was nervously
exhausted. Another book had been hackwork, every word penned
reluctantly, and with curses that it had been undertaken. An
artist had asked me to write some words under a series of linocuts ; and I had volunteered to write an entire book around them.
It had been tedious work, forcing one bare word after another.
The Patriot’s Progress would have been published a year before
the war books’ boom, but for indolence ; and the appearance of
All Quiet on the Western Front. When my hackwork was half
done, I had read an advance copy of All Quiet, given me by the
English publisher, who prophesied it would “ sweep the world ” .
I had read h a lf; and no more. It was w rong; true in spirit,
but false in the letter. Its derived emotionalism would be accepted
it
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as the “ real thing at last
Obviously it was diluted Barbusse.
Le Feu, Goodbye to all That, Sergeant Grischa, The Enormous Room,
Revolt in the Desert — these were re-creations of the p a st; All
Quiet was an exhalation of old battlefields, not the battlefields.
The thought of the publisher’s enthusiasm rose before my desk
everytime I tried to continue The Patriot’s Progress, which was
abandoned.
When three hundred thousand copies of All Quiet had been sold
in Great Britain ; when the war-boom was becoming the slump,
when book-sellers were looking ruefully at the scores of unsold
stuff on their shelves, The Patriot’s Progress was published. It had
a queer reception, five thousand copies being subscribed some weeks
before publication, and it sold, eventually, little more.
An odd copy must have been bought by ‘ T. E. Lawrence,’
for another critical letter arrived, having the effect of sunshine in
the dull Valley life.
“ I have been too long, perhaps, over the Patriot’s Progress :
but after my first reading of it everybody in the Hut got hold
of it, and I only saw it again yesterday, when I read it for the
second time.
“ It is all rig h t: that is the first thing to say. To do a warbook is very hard now, after all that has been written, but yours
survives as a thing of its own. I heaved a great sigh of relief
when it was safely over. I like it all.
“ Your writing scope grows on me. This book is a tapestry,
a decoration : the almost-null John Bullock set against a
marvellous background. It is the most completely two-di
mensional thing possible — and on the other hand you givo us
your cycle of novels (about yourself, I dare say) which are as
completely three-dimensional, full of characters as a Christmas
Pudding of almonds, with the background only occasional and
only occasionally significant. I am convinced, by both Tarka
and The P.P that you have many other books to write before
you repeat yourself and become a classic.
“ I sandwiched The P.P between readings of Her Privates We.
The P.P is natural man, making no great eyes at his sudden
crisis : whereas Her Privates We shows the adventures of Bourne,
a queer dilettante, at grips with normal man in abnormal
circumstances. The two books complement each other so well.
Yours is the first quite unsentimental war-book — except perhaps
for its last page, and nobody could have resisted that kick of
farewell. I should have thought less well of you without that
touch of irony here and there.
“ The incidental beauties of the book — the dewdrops on
its leaves — are so common as hardly to be seen. That, I feel,
»
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is right in a book where restraint is so strong. You seem to
be able to pen a good phrase in simple words almost as and when
you please. You beat Bunyan there, for he got to the end of
his P.P without throwing in a deliberately fine phrase. I noted
with pleasure
After a “ list of delights ” in the prose his letter held, obliquely,
a warning. Was this the way he had managed the more difficult
Ashrat and Bedu of the Arabian tribes needed for the revolt ?
(“ Get to know. . . by listening and indirect enquiry. Do not
ask questions. Get to speak their dialect of Arabic, not yours. . .
strengthen his prestige at your expense before others if you can .;. .
never refuse to quash schemes he may put forward . . . after praise
modify them insensibly, causing the suggestions to come from him,
until they are in accord with your own opinion. When you attain
this point, hold him to it, keep a tight grip of his ideas, and push
him forward as firmly as possible, but secretly, so that no one but
himself (and he not too clearly) is aware of your presence.”)
“ I begin to suspect that you may be one of those comparatively
rare authors who write best about people or things other than
themselves. I hope so, because it is the sort that lasts longest,
unless one is a very deep man, like Dostoievsky, and can keep
on digging down into oneself. I hope you aren’t that, because
it means misery for the artist, and the two roads happiness and
misery, seem to be equally within our choice, and it’s mere
common sense to be happy.
“ Tarka and this P.P are better than your novels, I think,
because you get further outside the horrific convolutions of
your brain in each. The objective, as someone would probably
say, which is the classic rather than the romantic manner.
“ I have enjoyed The P.P very much. The Hut fellows say
it isn’t properly named, it being not a ‘ bloody bind ’ like that
Bunyan chap’s stuff. ‘ Bind ’ is a lovely w o r d : mental
constipation.”
He went on to say that he was content in his work, sleeping well,
and continuing with the translation of the Odyssey. He hoped to
finish it before the end of the year.
“ I shall run out before that and see you. . I swear i t Does
not your postcard address still live in my breast pocket ? (Right
breast, alas : a small pencil holds the honour of my heart’s
pocket!) ”
Later he sent ine some of the page proofs o f the translation.
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“ These Odyssey pages aren’t sent for criticism : but to show
you that no one can help in them. Translations aren’t books,
for in them is no inevitable word : the whole is approximation,
a feeling towards what the author would have said : and as
Homer wasn’t like me the version goes wrong whenever I let
myself into i t . . . . The work is not meant to interest you :
the Homer who wrote the Odyssey was an antiquarian, a tamecat, a book-worm : not a great poet, but a most charming
novelist. A Thornton Wilder of his time. M y. version, and
every version, is inevitably small.
“ Will I ever get to your place again ? This Greek eats and
drinks all my leisure hours. However I have bought my Dorset
cottage out of its profits, as provision for my years when the
R.A.F. will not have me any more : so probably it is worth
while.
“ I hope W i n is a successful and howlingly successful
infant.”
The first leaves began to fall, dry and listless, from the riverside
alders. He did not come. Our last tomatoes ripened, the last
lettuces lost their freshness. I imagined him with many friends,
roaring through thousands of miles every summer month to see
them ; a free man with enough enforced interesting work to keep
him fit and keen ; the R.A.F. station a base from which he might,
after duty, go whithersoever he wished. No responsibilities, no
property except what he wished for, no grey hairs or thin blood
from the biological decadence of a writer’s life. He had merited
freedom ; and had i t : a Bedouin of the English highway, with
protected oasis in the R.A.F.
For the rest of the war generation, what ? We were powerless
to make the new world : those whose minds were set before 1914
were still in power. We had no leader, only scattered and un
organised sharpshooters, regarded as francs-tireurs by the pre-war
minded. Hope was overdrawn ; credit almost gone. One had
lost touch with one’s acquaintances; the old friends were all
dead, or gone down under the horizon. Life was unbearable in
loneliness o f the valley. Beautiful were trees and sky and the
trout stream ; but only for men with clear eyes and minds without
memory of dead youth. And, dreaded thought, unless there were
mental change — true life or awareness coming to the whitesepulchral minds of “ public opinion,” the same war would arise
again. I had tried to reveal this in The Pathway ; and had failed.
(To be concluded)
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LETTERS
DR. EDITH SITWELL
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
It is very rarely that I disagree with your splendid review.
I take very great exception to what your reviewer says about
Grigson’s scoring off Edith Sitwell. He was not “ dizzily successful ”
___ This unchivalrous expert on comestible spiders was kicking
Dr. Sitwell below the belt, when she desisted from controversy.
Her brothers could easily have sat on Grigson polemically.
. . . it was better that an outsider like myself should intervene.. . . '
It is not his business that this great lady is childless and a virgin —
yet he attacked her for writing about child-birth being herself
childless. I pointed out that he had written about the Great
War and was always writing about it — yet he had never held
anything in his hand more prejudicial to the enemy than his knife
and fork — so what ? I also pointed out that I was insulted by
his hero-worship and admiration of myself, and that I hereby
scraped him off my backside with his own nosegay in the shape of
a paean of praise he had written of me. I gave him another pair
of banderillas in the Catacomb. It was Wyndham Lewis, Archie
Gordon of the
and Dylan Thomas (that good Samaritan
whom this waspish little man had also attacked) and finally Dr.
Edith Sitwell herself who said he had taken enough punishment.
This great charitable lady said “ Do not, please, destroy him
completely, because he has children to feed. I would not like to
feel responsible if you go in right up to the bola of the sword.
The first pair of banderillas was enough. Really, Roy, you are
too thorough in some of your knight errantries.” It was only at
the plea of these two great Christians Edith Sitwell and Dylan
Thomas, that I desisted . . . .
He could not reply to my polemics publicly. Polemically, I
simply rammed him down his own throat and pulled him inside
out like one does with an octopus. He made no attempt to come
back publicly because he was utterly squashed. Being unable to
stand up to me polemically (for I put such explosive banderillas into
his scruff that even his victims pleaded for mercy for him) he wrote
to me as follows : “ But for my forbearance I would bounce a pingpong ball on your venerable knob ”. This refers to my bald head.
. . . . . It was in all the daily papers.___ _ Even that august paper
the Times Literary Supplement registered the discomfiture of Mr,
Grigson and the way “ he found his valour trickling away from him
St
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in a very humiliating manner after threatening to bounce a ping-pong
ball, etc.”. This is literally tru e----- He was as terrified as a
frost-bitten bullfrog in front of a cobra.
Yours, etc.,
Bochechos Ranch,
Galamares,
Sintra, Estramadura, Portugal.

Roy Campbell.

THE BLACK AND TANS
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
In your March issue, in Belsen Revisited by D.M., there is a
statement that “ the Black and Tans were, in part, recruited from
the sweepings of Johannesburg ”.
I was a Black and Tan, and was recruited in England through
the normal channels of police recruitment. There were the usual
“ good characters ” from parson and J.P., a visit from a plain
clothes member of the local constabulary to check up on my home.
I also had to show that there had been no insanity in the family.
As far as I can recall my comrades were similarly recuited, except
those who had been Irish loyalists, and were in consequence under
sentence of death by the I.R.A., and took sanctuary, as it were,
in the ranks of the R.I.C.
I was not aware of any men, or body of men, admitted to the
Force from outside the British Isles.
Yours, etc.
R. Rbvnell Bellamy.
Grove Farm Lodge,
Warham,
Wells-next-the-Sea, Norfolk.
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